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A Creative Rural Industries manual
Revised report (March 2019)
This is a revised and updated version of the report that first published in
February 2017. Most of the report was compiled in late 2016, in response to
the then DEFRA Secretary of State Andrea Leadsomʼs perceptive exhortations
to the urban and rural creative sectors to do more to assist the development of
the new creative rural economy. She, and the current DEFRA Permanent
Secretary Clare Moriarty, are absolutely right on this point. They also deserve
more credit and support for taking an early lead.
Also we in the creative rural sector make no apologies for once again pointing
to the glaring disparity in terms of the literally billions of pounds in Arts Lottery
funding that the Arts Council has seemingly reserved for channeling into the
cities, and to support yet more new urban art museums and the urban cultural
and creative economies. While the important creative economic potential of
our creative rural communities, and the equally impressive creative agricultural
sectors, go unheeded. This is grossly unfair and appears to ignore both the
originating spirit and “good causes” aims of the National Lottery fund.
The two reports further highlight the need for an end to the hitherto negative
discourses of the urban versus rural; i.e. ʻdeparting the rural from its
conditions of marginalityʼ. What we mean by this is that the currently ʻsiloedʼ
cultural, agriculture, and rural development policy conversations need to
change, and become more inclusive. That it should also be about optimising
the economic, social and cultural potential of the URBAN + RURAL.
The other function of the report is to document the early development of the
concept of the creative rural economy, from its origins after the 2001 FMD
(Foot and Mouth) outbreak, and as a practical and imaginative response by
the arts and cultural sector to the Governmentʼs New Rural Strategy (2002).
Through the four major ʻshocksʼ to the rural economy (2001-2018), to Brexit.
And also the, by now, absolutely imperative need for a new strategic national
arts and cultural policy more capable of addressing the very serious and
overarching social, ecological and economic implications of climate change.
The main contents and structure of the report (2017) remain largely
unchanged. But, obviously, after three years some of the reportʼs earlier
statistics and estimates on the economic potential of the creative rural
economy; i.e. £1 billion p.a. by 2023, etc., may be out of date or, possibly, even
too low. Clearly these will need further careful study and verification. But we
are reasonably confident that, with a dedicated Rural Cultural Development
Fund in place, we could well reach the estimated c. £4 billion to the national
creative economy before 2025. We too are inspired by faith and driven by
such values as: “conviction, confidence, challenge and culture”.
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Change has got to come: for fairness and democracy
New political leadership and the Government's Industrial strategy; Prime Minister and
DEFRA Minister Andrea Leadsom flag up the strategic importance of the creative industries
and the creative rural economy; "… [we will] do everything we can to ... support them."

'Change has got to come ... Growing the economy. Putting fairness [and democracy] at the heart of
our agenda and ... doing what every other major and growing economy in the world does. So we will
identify the sectors of the economy – financial services, yes, but life sciences, tech, aerospace ... [and]
the creative industries and many others – that are of strategic importance to our economy, and do
everything we can to encourage, develop and support them.'
The Prime Minister, Teresa May, Conservative Party Conference, Birmingham, 5th October 2016

'We have the opportunity over the next few years to consolidate and grow the UK’s position as a truly
global centre for the creative industries, at the heart of the world’s digital economy ...'
DCMS Secretary of State, Karen Bradley MP, 15th Nov. 2016, Creative Industries Council event London.

'We now have an historic opportunity to harness the economic potential of our rural communities.
The creative sector has a significant contribution to make. I therefore welcome initiatives by the
sector itself to identify ways in which it can stimulate this.
DEFRA Secretary of State, Andrea Leadsom, 31/08/2016
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Executive summary
The report outlines how the rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy initiatives were initially
developed as a response to two major economic shocks and related rural crises, provoked first in 2001 by
the Foot and Mouth (FMD) epidemic, which cost the country c. £8 billion in compensation and lost
tourism revenue. And later, in 2008, with the second shock of the world banking crisis and the ongoing
negative impacts since of the economic downturn on both urban and rural communities.
As a direct response to these momentous events Arts Council England funded the Littoral Arts Trust to
undertake a major body of research, which resulted in the publication of three key reports; the New Rural
Arts - Arts in Rural Regeneration Report (2004), the Creative Rural Economies Report (2007), and in 2010
the Creative Rural Communities report. These provided the basis for the Trust's ongoing work in support
of rural communities, creative rural businesses/SMEs, and rural artists between 2006 -11.
With the change of Government in 2011, the then Arts Minister Ed Vaizey and Rural Minister Richard
Benyon, supported the establishment of a Whitehall rural cultural strategy working group, (RCSWG). This
included senior policy officials from DCMS, Arts Council England, Commission for Rural Community, RCF,
and was led by DEFRA. The purpose of the RCSWG was to advance the rural cultural strategy and also look
at ways of maximising the creative rural sector's contribution to the national economy. The main
outcome from the RCSWG's efforts was the publication of the Rural Cultural Strategy independent study
report (July 2012) by Professor John Holden. The Holden report stated that rural communities and, in
particular, the creative rural economy initiative were being unfairly held back because of an urban bias in
the Arts Council priorities for Arts Lottery funding.
Although from 2012 onwards the Arts Council have not been able to fund this work, The Trust and the Rural
Cultural Forum have managed to continue with vital research and development work aimed at further
promoting and consolidating the creative rural economy and rural cultural strategy initiatives within the UK.
There is now a growing interest in our work nationally and internationally, including expressions of interest
recently from the Arts Council of Northern Ireland, Creative Scotland, the Creative Industries Federation and
the National Endowment for the Arts (US Arts Council) in Washington. The Trust has also been active in
establishing future export markets for UK creative rural economy expertise in Canada, Australia, the
Netherlands, China and elsewhere in the EU.
With the recent vote on exit from the EU, and in the context of the Government's economic contingency
plans, the Prime Minister and the Secretaries of State for DCMS and DEFRA have recently taken the
initiative and issued a very clear challenge to the Creative Industries and Creative Rural Economy sectors,
to now get more fully behind the Government's Industrial Strategy. In response to this challenge the
Littoral Arts Trust and the RCF are proposing to hold a series of seminars in the New Year (2017), under
the general thematic title: 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy - generating £2 billion p.a. to the
national creative economy by 2023'. The report is also partly intended as a background to this series of
seminars, and in the hope that it might yet encourage some public funding support for the development
of the creative rural economy and rural cultural strategy initiatives.
The report's other purpose is to highlight a practical strategy that might also enable our creative rural
communities to achieve four main goals:
• a democratic rural cultural policy mandate that would give grassroots rural communities and artists a
greater say on future priorities for arts funding for rural areas;
• fairer access and a greater degree of equity in terms of securing future Arts Lottery funding for strategic
arts and culture-led rural regeneration projects;
• a cultural investment strategy that would optimise the creative rural sector's contribution to the
national economy, from current estimated £1 billion p.a., to c. £2 billion p.a. by 2023.
• establishment of art and agriculture as a new international art practice and curatorial genre pioneered
in the UK; the rural as challenging new frontier for cultural policy and aesthetic discourse.
Dr Ian Hunter
Littoral Arts Trust/Rural Cultural Forum
30th January 2017
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Recommendations
The report's main recommendations are:
1.

That the adoption of a national creative rural economy investment initiative should be
expedited; the intellectual, political and economic arguments (i.e. the Government's Industrial
strategy) for this are now compelling;

2.

The proposals for a national rural cultural strategy, as endorsed in Parliament and supported in
principle by the lead grassroots rural community, rural NGOs, academic, and art practitioner
communities, should also be adopted; without this the vital post-Brexit creative rural economy
contribution to the Government's Industrial Strategy may struggle and, ultimately, could fail;

3.

That a democratic rural cultural mandate is now long overdue; whereby grassroots rural
communities, rural support NGOs, rural artists, farmers and rural policy makers, etc., can have a
greater say and a more direct input into future arts and cultural funding and policy priorities;

4.

That mainstream (DEFRA) agriculture diversification, animal welfare, agri-tech, sustainable food
and farming, rural tourism, environmental sustainability, rural development policy initiatives,
etc., could also benefit considerably by having a dedicated arts and cultural policy investment
framework in place;

5.

That a strategic cultural and public health investment framework should also be developed
capable of anticipating and better managing future Zoonose pandemics; this is also an
important cultural task and social responsibility in which the UK could take a major
international lead; i.e. the Art and Pandemics project;

6.

That the Government, if it was so disposed, could instruct DCMS and the Arts Council to
ring-fence up to £65 million from the currently unallocated £334 million surplus of Arts Lottery
funds, which the Arts Council holds unused in a reserve back account; as initial seed funding
for the development - pending a democratic rural cultural policy mandate - for a five year
(2017-2022) creative rural economy and rural community culture-led regeneration investment
initiative;

7.

That an interim creative rural economy advisory panel, and/or rural cultural strategy think tank
be set up as matter of some urgency to help coordinate and implement some of the above; to
include representatives from the leading grassroots rural community advocacy organisations and
rural NGOs, in partnership with DEFRA, DCMS, ACE and the Creative Industries Federation.
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Support for the rural cultural strategy and the work of the Littoral Arts Trust
‘I found this a compelling, and moving [project]. It was really valuable that you were able to get this put
together. I’m filled with admiration for what so many people did during the [FMD] outbreak. Thanks.’1

Sir Brian Bender, former Permanent Secretary, MAFF/DEFRA, 24/9/02; Chairman of the London Metal Exchange

'What you are doing in England is very important ... establishing a world lead. The knowledge
industries and creative rural economy and environmental sustainability will be the likely key drivers in
determining the next major breakthrough areas and challenges for the creative industries.'
Richard Florida, author of ‘The Creative Class‘, Toronto, May 2006

'The Littoral Arts Trust ... have, once again, shown considerable skill and foresight with the organisation
of the Creative Rural Economy conference at Lancaster University. They are ... a key organisation not
only in developing arts practice in the region but also in ... a rigorously intellectual way the new
thinking and possible future strategies for national rural arts practice and policy'.
Michael Eakin, Executive Director Arts Council England NW, 10th September 2006

"The Littoral Art Trust importantly takes up the challenge to propose new strategies for encountering the
intersection of art, agriculture and the Anthropocene - a critical intervention in this time of global food
shortages, the surpassing of planetary boundaries, and rapidly changing ecosystems. This is vital work."
Heather Davis, PhD Postdoctoral Fellow, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, Pennsylvania State University
Editor of Art in the Anthropocene: Encounters Among Aesthetics, Politics, Environments and Epistemologies
(Open Humanities Press, 2015)

'As a funder it is very rare that you meet people who have the imagination and are genuinely tenacious
and innovative, and who want to make a difference and an impact in a new area of public life. [The
Littoral Arts Trust) have achieved this in a way that actually proved to be so exciting and culminating in
this project.'
Pauline Tambling CBE, CEO UK - National Creative and Cultural Skills Academy, former Head of Policy and Research at
Arts Council England, Head Office, London (who supported the project during and after the 2001 FMD outbreak).

'What a great thing it would be if [Arts Council England] could once again take lead in helping to take
this creative rural economy initiative, forward internationally. ... we are more than pleased to see that
the Littoral Arts Trust are now in the process of developing a major arts and cultural sector
engagement with agriculture and the creative rural economy in Britain.
Helen Mayer Harrison/Newton Harrison Co-Directors – Professors Emeritus, UCSD Research Professors – UC
Santa Cruz Principals – Center for the Study of the Force Majeure, Harrison Studio

'The Littoral Arts Trust's work on the rural cultural strategy and art and agriculture proposals in the
UK represent the emergence of an exciting new critical rural art practice genre, and are definitely of
importance to others working internationally.'
Dr Suzanne Lacy, Professor, Roski School of Art and Design, University of Southern California, Los Angeles

'That this House recognises the need for a Government-led rural cultural strategy (RCS), to be delivered
in conjunction with the Rural Cultural Forum; notes that rural communities are being denied their
cultural voice at present due to the significant disadvantages they face compared to urban areas in
terms of access to arts funding.'
House of Commons Early Day Motion 252 RURAL CULTURAL STRATEGY. Session: 2013-14.
Date tabled: 17th June 2013; EDM sponsors included; Tim Farron, MP Leader of the Lib. Dem. Party,
and Jeremy Corbyn MP, Leader of the Labour Party

1

Sir Brian Bender to Simon Humphries, DEFRA Manager at Penrith during the 2001 FMD outbreak.
Please see Appendix VI for a report from the 2006 'Cultural Documents of FMD' conference, Manchester Town
Hall, March 2006. This includes some outline proposals for an Art and Pandemics research project bid currently
being prepared for submission to the Wellcome Foundation/AHRC.
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What is the rural ask? 'Give us the tools, and we will finish the job'1
'... it is now time for some action; the case has been made for a rural cultural strategy.'2
[There is] a compelling case for the introduction of a rural cultural strategy. The present situation is
considered unfair and disadvantageous to rural communities with the result that the particular cultural
needs, artistic aspirations and creative economic potentials of rural communities are not being fully
addressed or supported.
Dr. John Holden, Independent Study Report, March 2012

'It cannot be right that in almost every sphere of public policy less is spent on rural communities
than on communities elsewhere.'
Cllr Cecilia Motley, Chair Rural Services Network and Chair Arts Council England Midlands, Dec., 2014

[T]oo often rural areas are having funding cut more quickly; our police forces, our schools, in some
parts of our health services, on transport infrastructure and our local authorities are losing ground on
their metropolitan counterparts and we say that’s just not fair. We know government has difficult
decisions to make but we will not be deterred from demanding a rural fair share.
James Heappey MP Chairman, Rural Fair Share Campaign APPG 2016

It must be recognised that arts and culture are not only to be found in London or other big cities, and
Arts Council England spending needs to reflect this.. Every single region outside London receives half or
less than half of the funding per person than the capital gets. This needs to change.
Tim Farron MP, Leader of the Lib.Dem. Party, May 2016

'From sharing harvest tasks to coming together to dig trenches for fibre optic cable, there is a
continuing understanding within rural communities that the value of inclusive growth is measured in its
utility to the local economy first, and in econometric measures of success second.'
Iain Bennett, The Fifth Sector 30/11/2016

"Rural development basically aims at finding ways to improve the lives of rural communities through
the participation of local people themselves to meet the required needs of such areas. Rather than
passive recipients, communities have in many contexts been anticipated to become active makers and
shapers of decisions that affect their own livelihoods"
Dr. Michael Woods, Professor of Institute of Geography and Earth Sciences, University of Aberystwyth

"Our job is to make the case, and to show that our high standards of production, animal welfare,
environmental stewardship, our valuable landscapes, rural communities and cultural identity are all at
risk if we don’t get this aspect of Brexit right. Our collective future is at stake."
Ross Murray, CLA Chair, 8th January 2017

'It's really about achieving a fairer share ... and a hand up, rather than a "hand out" that the RCF and
rural communities are asking of the National Arts Lottery and the ACE's arts and cultural funding policy;
… we feel that we have now made the case for a rural cultural strategy.'
Chairman, Rural Cultural Forum, rural cultural strategy briefing paper, May 2010

1
2

Sir Winston Churchill, Wartime BBC Radio broadcast to the nation, 9th of February 1941.
RCF farming community contact, June 2016
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"The rural and the countryside are now more volatile than the most accelerated city ..."

"The countryside is now the frontline of transformation. A world formerly dictated by the
seasons and the organisation of agriculture is now a toxic mix of genetic experiment, science,
industrial nostalgia, seasonal immigration, territorial buying sprees, massive subsidies,
incidental inhabitation, tax incentives, investment, political turmoil, in other words more
volatile than the most accelerated city ... "
Rem Koolhaas, leading international architect and urban theorist, IKON Magazine Sept. 2013

'Farming had become detached from the rest of the economy, [society] and the environment.'

We had never thought of the arts and cultural sector as having a contribution to make to
agriculture diversification, rural tourism and rural economic development ... this has proved
otherwise thanks to the work of the Littoral Arts Trust. '[artists] helping to shape a diverse
rural economy is an excellent example of innovative approaches to sustainable food and
farming'*.
Lord Curry of Kirkharle, (Sir Donald Curry, Chair of the Policy Commission on Food and Farming, 2002)
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Agriculture as the first culture?

Agriculture as the 'cradle' of civilization: (left) ancient 5,000 BC Sumerian clay scroll print depicting a ploughman ploughing
fields ready for the next grain harvest; (right) … and 7,000 years later, involving more or less the same process - but slightly
more mechanised - a modern combine harvester harvesting grain on a Norfolk farm.

"We farmers take the sun's energy and turn it into grass, protein, fibre, energy, landscape … and
culture that supports many other life forms and communities; they can't yet do that in the cities!"
Mike Keeble, (1938-2015) Yorkshire farmer and founder member of the Rural Cultural Forum

Agriculture's vital new role for culture, environmental sustainability and the economy
In essence the report puts forward three main propositions for further consideration and
public debate:
1.

Making the economic case for a rural cultural strategy. That with some modest Arts Lottery
investment (via a Rural Innovation and Cultural Fund) the creative rural sector has the
potential to contribute up to £2 billion p.a. to the national creative economy by 2023.

2.

Achieving a democratic rural cultural mandate. That grassroots rural communities, rural
NGOs, farmers, and artists, etc., are entitled to have a greater say in how future Arts
Lottery, and arts and cultural funding policy in general, are prioritised for rural areas;

3.

Making the cultural arguments for agriculture. That agriculture and culture belong
together and that the 'disconnections' that occurred over the past 50 years, as
evidenced in part by the BSE and FMD epidemics, suggest that a cultural reconnection is
now vital;

Section 1 of the report will describe how the Arts Council and the Littoral Arts Trust first
developed the outlines of a rural cultural strategy as a response to the 2001 FMD (Foot and
Mouth) epidemic. Also how this work was expanded during 2002-2004 as part of a wider arts
and cultural sector response in support of the Government's rural economic and social
recovery programmes (The Curry Report, 2002). By 2002, how the Littoral Arts Trust and East
Midlands Arts (as it then was) began to develop the basic concept of a supporting creative
rural economy initiative, with the Rural Shift conference (See Appendix II).
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Section 1
How it all began: culture's break with agriculture?
… £8 billion goes up in smoke - in 6 months

March/April 2001, FMD in Northumbria and Cumbria. £8 billion goes up in smoke; "… Cumbria smelt like MacDonalds on fire!"
Some of the many farm animal funeral pyres and burial sites employed by the Government to try and contain the outbreak. It
delayed the 2001 General Election and, in the end, over 6 million farm animals were also incinerated. (Photo: Murdo McLeod)

The First Shock: the crisis in agriculture as a crisis of culture?

Cumbria and Northumbria on fire - the FMD epidemic of 2001.
Two farm animal epidemics - one which occurred in the late 90s; BSE/vCJD, and the other early in 2001 FMD (Foot
and Mouth Disease) - together resulted in an estimated £12 billion loss to the UK national economy and the
taxpayer. It was described at the time as a major national disaster1 and resulted in a deep crisis for the rural
community and agriculture sectors. It also delayed the 2001 General Election, and resulted in the eventual
slaughter and incineration of over 6 million farm animals.
Referencing the ongoing serious economic, social and health consequences of Avian Flu (H5N1), SARS, and Swine
Flu (H1N1) outbreaks elsewhere in the world, we must ask ourselves if something like this could ever happen again
in this country? And, if so, will we be better prepared to deal with such a major economic, public health, tourism
sector, and environmental crisis again next time? However, these questions are not just for the agricultural, rural,
veterinary, and scientific communities to have to address.
The report argues that these questions, and the many other issues now confronting rural communities (climate
change/flooding in the countryside, the economic uncertainties post-Brexit, rural local authority cutbacks, lack of
adequate broad band service, etc.) also present important cultural, ethical, and public health issues for artists,
policy makers, and wider society (urban and rural); culture sits at the heart of agriculture. Which is partly why the
Littoral Arts Trust has developed the proposals for a rural cultural strategy, in an effort to try to address some of
these questions. It also opens up art and the policy sphere and art and agriculture as possible new curatorial and
critical art practice genres for further research. The proposals for a creative rural economy investment initiative
and policy discourse were also important outcomes which, in the context of the Government's Industrial Strategy,
are now more relevant than ever. These and other new creative, economic and intellectual challenges emerging in
the rural sphere are an incentive to continue with this work; re-connecting agriculture and the urban imagination,
and the 'return' of the rural and agriculture to their rightful place within mainstream cultural policy discourse;
agriculture as the first culture.

1

In August 2001, the Government's ‘Policy Commission On The Future Of Farming and Food’ was announced, headed by Sir
Donald Curry. The final report was published in February 2002. It was said to be the biggest revamp of agricultural and rural
development policy since the War.
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1.1 Introduction:
How Arts Council England and Littoral Arts developed the New Rural Arts strategy in response
Opening policy to lived experience; responding to three major economic and cultural shocks; 2001-16
The report references three major 'shocks' to the national economy recorded since 20011, which were also to have a
significant knock-on effects in other policy spheres; public health, arts, culture, rural, etc. These have in turn thrown
open the possibilities for some radical new thinking around the possibility of connecting up mainstream agriculture
and rural development policy, with current arts and cultural policy discourses. This is quite a radical proposition in
itself, which obviously also comes with some difficulties, seductions and contradictions as the report will attempt to
relate.
Crisis as the norm; cultural policy making in disruptive social, environmental and economic conditions
It also argues that the conventions governing current arts and cultural policy making, including some Arts Lottery
funding priorities, are being overtaken, or made redundant, through on-going and systemic instabilities and
turbulences encountered via the UK/world economic, environmental and political crises. In this context a new art
genre 'Art and Agriculture' is proposed, which addresses the possible emergence of: (i) a post-agricultural rural
aesthetic; (ii) the need for new rural cultural manifestations and critical rural curatorial initiatives; and (iii) the
formation of potential 'new rural economies'. The latter creative rural economy policy discourse is probably the most
developed in this country. These will be discussed further at the proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy £2 billion by 2023?' seminar (Section 6).
The origins of the project; government call for cross sectoral help during FMD pandemic of 2001
After the end of FMD the then Labour Government called for a national cross-sectoral response and the need for
some radical new thinking, in terms of planning the future of Britain's countryside, improving farm animal welfare
conditions, and the restructuring of the agricultural economy and rural development policy. The Curry Report2 and
the national rural recovery programme policies which followed from this in 2002 became the main focus for the
Trust's work from 2001-2006. The Arts Council and the Littoral Arts Trust recognised that these also presented some
compelling ethical, aesthetic and intellectual challenges which the professional arts and cultural sector could not
afford to ignore. In essence, the project set out to make the case for a national new rural arts and creative rural
economy investment strategy for England (Appendix IV).
The rationale and methodology for the implementation of such a national rural cultural strategy and creative economy
investment initiative were outlined in detail in the Creative Rural Communities report (July 2010), and by Professor
John Holden in the Rural Cultural Strategy independent report March 2012.
Achieving a policy fit - Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy working group, 2011-13
Between 2007-14 the Trust re-focused this work around four main R&D strands: (i) developing concrete proposals for
the practical implementation of a five year arts and culture-led rural regeneration strategy; (ii) proposals for a
complementary national creative rural economy investment initiative; (iii) the setting up of a Rural Cultural Forum,
including securing a national rural mandate to support and deliver these aims; and (iv) establishment of a Whitehall
Rural Cultural Strategy working group, involving senior officials from, DEFRA, DCMS, ACE, CRC, BIS, etc., to advise on
relevant policy issues.
We hope that this document will help to set the record straight in terms of explaining the Littoral Arts Trust's role and
motivations in pioneering these new areas of rural cultural policy, arts practice and related creative rural economy
initiatives. As such we hope the report might also function as an interim resource or hand book for future creative
rural economy R&D work that might yet get underway in this country.

1

The three 'shocks' are: (1) the recorded £12 billion loss due to the BSE/FMD crises - in the late 90s/2001; (2) the costs of the
world banking crisis and economic recession 2008, (estimated at $22 trillion - Huffington Post, 14/2/13); and, (3) after June
2016, the as yet unquantified economic, cultural and social costs of the UK Brexit.
.
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1.2 The Arts Council, rural leaders and artists respond to the Government's
call for cross-sectoral support for the rural recovery programme; 2001-04

Early new rural arts strategy meeting at Arts Council Head Office, Great Peter Street, London. (l-r) Andrew Clark, Policy Director
NFU (partly hidden), Selwyn Hart, Chair Small and Family Farmers Association, Arts Council Officer (name unknown), Celia Larner,
Trustee Littoral Arts Trust, Pauline Tambling Head of Policy and Research (ACE HQ), Nikki Krane ACE senior staff (PAT10 Social
Inclusion), and Bobby Davy, media and economic policy consultant - HFI, national Hill Farming Initiative.

It can be done - working together; new rural challenges and opportunities for arts and cultural policy
The early beginnings of the rural cultural strategy. The Littoral Arts Trust brought together farming and rural
community leaders, along with representatives from DEFRA, NFU, DCMS, , HFI (Hill Farming Initiative), SOFA (Small
and Family Farms Association), etc. These groups met several times with Arts Council of England Arts Policy and
Research team during 2000/01, to discuss ways in which the arts and cultural sector could make a practical
contribution to the Government's rural regeneration and a restructuring of the agriculture sector, post-FMD.
New Rural Arts Strategy scoping study (2002-2004)
Following several exploratory meetings, the Arts Council later agreed to fund a two year (2002 - 2004) scoping
study which was to be based on three existing Arts Council regions with significant rural populations; East
Midlands, Yorkshire and the SW. The main aims of the study were firstly to examine the possibility of developing a
range of new critical rural arts practices and curatorial strategies that might be better suited to tackling some of
the more complex problems (social, environmental, economic) then arising in the farming sector and rural
communities. The second aim of the study, which took on a much more important focus following FMD, was to
look at the possibility of a re-alignment of mainstream arts and culture policy with the Government's rural
recovery programme, i.e. using cultural resources and (Arts Lottery) funding to promote creative approached to
urban - rural reconnections, sustainable food and farming, and regeneration of the rural economy, as advocated by
the Curry Report (2002). An example of one of the regional scoping study conference programmes; 'RURAL SHIFT the role of the arts in combating rural social and economic exclusion', held in Bakewell Derbyshire, Nov. 2002, is
listed in Appendix II.
Publication of the New Rural Arts Strategy report (2004)
The main outcome from the three regional scoping studies was the New Rural Arts Strategy report (NRAS)
published late in 2003, and later revised in May 20041. A summary of some the main recommendations from the
final NRAS report are listed on (1.3) the next page of this document.
What follows is a brief account of the Littoral Arts Trust's efforts to try and take forward two key elements of the
proposals contained in the New Rural Arts Strategy report. And how, later on (2006 - 2012), it reframed this work
around two specific proposals for the Arts Council and the RCF (Rural Cultural Forum); (i) a rural cultural strategy
and (ii) a creative rural economy investment initiative.

1

The Arts Council later produced a supplementary report in 2005, the 'Arts and Rural England'. However this report made no
reference to the ACE funded New Rural Arts report, or to the other three major ACE funded regional scoping study reports, e.g.
Rural Shift - the arts and rural economic and social regeneration, etc.
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1.3 The New Rural Arts Strategy report - 2004
A summary of the report's main recommendations, May 2004:
As requested by the Arts Council, the New Rural Arts Strategy (NRAS) report came out in draft form in late 2003
and, after consultation, the revised version published in May 2004. It was also listed for a time on the Arts
Council's main website with other ACE Research papers but was later removed. It is still available for download
from the Rural Cultural Forum website: <www.ruralculture.org.uk>
Contexts and some aims for the rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy initiatives, 2006-2012
What follows under are some of recommendations from the NRAS report. In essence it sets out to make a
convincing case for the adoption of a national rural arts and cultural strategy. In the next section the report
explains how, again with Arts Council support, the Trust also managed to open up some new thinking and policy
discussions towards the adoption of national creative economy investment initiative from about 2006 onwards.
1. The problems in the rural, countryside and agricultural sectors also raise some important new ethical,
aesthetic, social, and health issues of concern to the general public, which will also require a coordinated arts
and cultural sector response; these further pose important new intellectual, philosophical, aesthetic, ethical
and creative challenges, including other economic opportunities for artists and the professional arts sector,
which have not as yet been fully addressed. (p. 3)
2. The urban arts, media, academic and cultural communities have at their disposal immense creative skills and
intellectual resources which could greatly aid the regeneration of rural communities, as well as with farm
diversification and land-based business initiatives. The urban creative sectors could be encouraged to become
more involved in developing new urban/rural creative economic and cultural partnerships; thereby aiding the
delivery of innovative rural regeneration, creative rural industries, and the new rural entrepreneurial culture
currently being called for by Government. (p. 5)
3. Although reduced, agriculture remains important in supporting the national tourism economy and farming still
makes a valuable contribution in maintaining safe and affordable food, national/regional landscape character
and cultural identity, also in maintaining vital bio-diversity, and rural social cohesion and economic
sustainability. Which is why the new rural arts programme is being recommended as a dual initiative,
combining arts and rural regeneration and creative rural economy strategic investment initiatives. (p. 6)
4. The post-agricultural era? It can be argued that the crisis in agriculture is also evidence of a deeper crisis
lurking within our culture. The post-FMD rural regeneration policy agendas are also surfacing some important
new critical sites around which future philosophical, ethical, aesthetic and cultural policy discourses will be
engaged and articulated. In much the same way that artists, designers and architects, etc., also helped to
re-imagine and restructure the cities and post-industrial urban creative economies during the 80s and 90s;
i.e. the post-modern discourse of urbanism, which further stimulated new artistic, social and economic
formations, and human settlement patterns. The same could now be done with the rural sector. (p. 7)
5. The arts, media and cultural sectors should keep themselves better informed about current research and policy
issues relating to rural affairs and agriculture policy; including addressing issues around rural health, rural
communications and transport, rural housing, rural tourism, rural economics, etc., and use this information to
inform future 'Rural Proofing' exercises for the wider arts and cultural community. Arts Council England should
also look seriously at commissioning its own programme of research into the future role of the arts in the
context of agricultural change, including support for the developing national rural creative economy and rural
regeneration projects. (P.15)
6. It is recommended that a programme of research be undertaken soon to widen the potential of the arts in
support of the post-agricultural rural regeneration strategies; including the possibility of the development of a
rural cultural strategy and a creative rural economies investment programme. (p. 38)
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1.4 Reconnecting agriculture and the urban imagination; promoting new urban - rural
cultural interfaces; a new role for the professional arts supporting rural regeneration.
'Farming had become detached from the rest of the economy, [society] and the environment.'
Lord Curry of Kirkharle, (Sir Donald Curry, Chair of the Policy Commission on Food and Farming, 2002)

The Art Farm project at MoMA New York; pioneering art and agricultural/sustainable farming projects, 2008.
(right) 'recreation' of the artist Agnes Denes’ Wheatfield, Dalston Mill, London 2009 and curated by the Barbican Art Centre

MoMA and the Barbican curating art and agriculture - the art world responds.
While many individual artists have been promoting art projects about issues in agriculture and
connecting urban and rural communities, two major international art museums; MoMA/PS1 New York
and the Barbican Arts Gallery London have also staged important ground breaking exhibitions around
the theme of art and agriculture, and further expanding the urban - rural cultural reconnection
discourse. Other examples of experimental arts-led urban rural interface working are documented in
Appendix VII under 'generating new rural cultural narratives'.
Arts and rural regeneration; widening the practice arena for the professional arts sector
The other focus for the Trust at this time was in expanding the role for the professional arts, media and
cultural sectors in support of mainstream rural economic and social regeneration agendas. In this
context the Trust worked closely with some of the LEADER+/RDPE networks who were already
pioneering some aspects of arts and rural regeneration work. It also consulted with a number other
pioneer rural arts and media agencies active in the field. They included the Rural Media Company
Hereford, VARC, Visual Arts In Rural Communities, Allen Head Arts, Northumbria, Aune Head Arts
Devon, Grizedale Arts, and the Rural Touring Forum network

(l-r) The Travellers’ Times is one of Rural Media’s long-term projects; VARC 2000-10 publication

The Travellers' Times is funded by the BIG Lottery, producing a bi-annual print magazine and news story
or feature every day on the website www.travellerstimes.org.uk . The Rural media Company also
deliver Media Skills and news-writing courses and events to train and support Gypsies and Travellers to
tell their stories, educate people about their culture and advocate for their very disadvantaged
communities, with their work published online and in print.
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Leading art museum curators take an interest in food and agriculture issues

The Farm project PSI/MoMA NYC 2008

Agnes Denes 'Wheatfield' art project Milan, 2015

Massimiliano Gioni
The Wheatfield art project with nature reclaims the city of Milano with a simple image and the strong
environmental impact: a field of corn growing in the shadow of the skyscrapers of the city, and returns agriculture
to be central to our daily lives. The intervention of Agnes Denes is also considered a cornerstone of feminism: in
Wheatfield, in fact, the artist reimposes a land and celebrates the generating power.
Massimiliano Gioni, Artistic Director, La Fondazione Nicola Trussardi, Milano

Barry Bergdoll Snr. Curator of Archietcture MoMA
“Thirty years after Rem Koolhaas's published Delirious New York ... agriculture finally usurps the city. Public Art
Farm 1 brings us the improbable merger of a flying carpet and a farmer's market, a cultivated and cultivatable
piece of infrastructure that is a timely comment on issues from post-industrialization, to sustainability.
Barry Bergdoll, Curator of Architecture MoMA

Alanna Heiss Director PS1
"Receiving this extraordinarily seductive visual version of a farm at P.S.1/MoMA struck deep into my rural roots.
I own a farm in South Dakota, and my neighbors are very excited about coming to New York City this summer to
see the urban competition!"
Alana Heiss, Director MoMA/PS1

Francesco Mancorda - Radical Nature - Barbican Gallery
This timely exhibition reveals the extraordinary visions of pioneers such as Beuys, Buckminster Fuller and Denes,
and the continuity of that vision in the art of today. Radical Nature breaks out of the walls of the Barbican, taking
art into the East End with projects such as the recreation of Agnes Denes' Wheatfield environmental art project at
The Dalston Mill.
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1.5 Taking the NRAS work forward - new strategic partnerships; the arts development and
policy coordinates for the rural cultural strategy begin to emerge, 2005-10
Defining a new role for the professional arts, media and cultural sectors in support of mainstream rural
economic regeneration, rural tourism, and farm diversification initiatives, 2005-2010

(l-r) Art and Pandemics - The Cultural Documents of FMD conference report, April 2006; Creative Rural Economy conference
report Sept. 2006; The Creative Rural Communities/Rural Cultural Strategy report, July 2010; and New Rural Arts report 2004,
Art and Pandemics.

In pursuance of these goals the Littoral Trust/RCF undertook further research and development work, including
five key conferences and study reports each of which was aimed at addressing one or more of the five key
questions listed under. This work also sought to widen the cross-sectoral debate about the possibility of
connecting up rural development, arts, cultural, business innovation, public health, environmental policy agendas,
as well as exploring the possibility of a new role for the professional arts, media and cultural sector with delivery of
some of the core (DEFRA) rural regeneration, environmental sustainability, and farm diversification initiatives.
From 2006 to 2012, the Trust organised a number of one-day public conferences and related research and advisory
consultation seminars. Each of which attempted to address the issues raised by the 'five key questions', or policy
outputs (under), and as recommended by RCF’s then main Whitehall advisory contacts. Including input from the
Commission for Rural Communities, DEFRA, DCMS and Arts Council England. From these a number of detailed
discussion papers and reports were later circulated for further comment to the Arts Council, DCMS, CRC, DEFRA, etc.
Shift from the new rural arts strategy to proposals for a rural cultural strategy, 2004-06
The Trust started out with some of the recommendations in the NRAS report. But as time went on it became clear
that a more strategic and cultural policy orientated response was required. This work later developed as a dual
rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy initiative. In the next two sections we explain how these projects
were later brought into a strategic arts development policy alignment. Sections 1.5-1.8 (under) deal mainly with
the evolution of a proposed strategic rural investment framework; i.e. the rural cultural strategy, and Section 2
then goes into more detail about the background and development of the creative rural economy initiative. Which
is also partly the focus for the current report.
1. Promoting new urban rural reconnections and cultural diversity partnerships
2. Achieving a rural community mandate, consultations with other rural groups
3. Developing a rationale and theory for the rural cultural strategy
4. Ensuring 'policy fit' with Arts Council, DEFRA, and other Government agendas
5. Creative rural economy; the economic arguments for a rural cultural strategy
The Rural Cultural Forum and the rural cultural strategy
The next part of the report (1.6-1.8) will explain how the establishment of the Rural Cultural Forum and the
proposals for a rural cultural strategy came about and also, later on, the Trust's efforts to secure;
(a) a rural community cultural mandate, (b) an intellectual and theoretical grounding, and (c) a Whitehall policy fit
and political support in Parliament for the rural cultural strategy.
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1.6 Rural cultural strategy; the intellectual and political contexts, 2006-16
The Creative Rural Communities report; the Holden report - independent study of the RCF's rural
cultural strategy; MPs support the rural cultural strategy - EDM in the House of Commons; creat[ing] a
different alignment between culture, politics and the public.

Cultural policy is a closed conversation among experts.
What culture needs is a democratic mandate form the public.
Dr John Holden, Cultural Value and the Crisis of Legitimacy
(DEMOS/Gulbenkian Foundation, 2006)

Professor John Holden

Following the advice of the RCSWG (Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working group), Professor John Holden was
invited in the Spring of 2012 to undertake an independent critical study of some of RCF's aims and proposals for a
rural cultural strategy. Based upon these interrogations to later produce an independent study report (ISR), which
would further help the RCF to:
Critique the intellectual and theoretical underpinnings of the RCS; the crisis in agriculture as a crisis of culture
Achieve a closer policy fit with other relevant Government policies and rural development agendas.
Promote greater cultural equity for and fairer access to future Arts Lottery funding for rural communities.
Some background reports documenting the evolution of the rural cultural strategy:
1. Creative Rural Communities Report 2010*
2. Independent Study Report, Professor John Holden 2012*
*Reports available in Appendix IV
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1.7 Defining the new rural present: towards a national rural cultural strategy

'Slum dog Rural'; perpetuating out-dated 19th century cultural misrepresentations of rural life? Urban ideologies and
misunderstandings of the rural as an idyll, or, as a 'timeless' pastoral economy still prevail in the public imagination.
Danny Boyle's designs for the opening 'Rural England' tableau at the 2012 London Olympic Games.

'It is significant that the common image of the country is now an image of the past, and the common
image of the city is an image of the future. That leaves, if we isolate them, an undefined present'
Raymond Williams, The Country and the City, 1973
Five guiding principles - towards a rationale for a rural cultural strategy
1. We have always thought of this project as the opening up of some exciting new creative and intellectually
challenging ideas, and employment opportunities for the professional arts sector to become involved with rural
issues and future countryside and agriculture policy agendas; i.e. formulating new critical curatorial interventions
and cultural policy discourses towards a radical re-imagining of rural society; anything is now possible - re-thinking
of post-agricultural countryside and creative rural economy after the major rural 'disasters' of BSE and FMD.
2. Taken together, the total costs of the BSE and FMD outbreaks - epidemics charged to the national economy are
estimated to be somewhere in the region of £12 billion1. We in the urban society and cultural sectors simply cannot
stand by and allow agriculture, farm animals, and our rural community neighbours to endure such terrible and cruel
tragedies again, nor allow such losses to accrue unnecessarily in the future to the national economy and taxpayer.
3. In this sense we argue that agriculture sits at the very heart of our culture. In that it is also central to the safeguarding of human fertility, other vital life forms and natural reproductive systems essential for our survival as a
species, and for the eco-stability of the planet; including maintaining the UK's vital £17 billion p.a.2 rural tourism
industry and rich diversity of regional/national cultural landscapes and identities. We should therefore strive to
deploy the full range of all our cultural means, critical agencies, and creative resources to ensure the future
economic, social, health, and environmental sustainability of the nation's urban and rural communities.
4. In brief, the rural cultural strategy sets out some of the main cultural, social, aesthetic, and economic tasks - as
above. Including finding new creative ways of addressing other core rural issues; food sovereignty, sustainable
farming, improved animal welfare, urban - rural reconnections, rural tourism, farm diversification, and supporting
a resilient and thriving rural economy. It should also enable the creative rural sector to grow its potential
contribution to the national creative economy, currently c. £1 billion p.a. to nearer £2 billion p.a. by 2023.
5. In this context the term 'post-agricultural' does not mean the end of agriculture. Rather it signals the return of
the rural as an integral part of other key national policy discourses; presenting a compelling opportunity for the
arts and cultural sector to critically engage with future agriculture and rural development policy discourses; given
some guarantee of fairer access to Arts Lottery funding, to deploy these exciting new cultural, ethical, social, and
aesthetic perspectives in a re-imagining of agriculture and the rural as integral to society, nature and culture.

1
'The costs of controlling livestock disease outbreaks currently falls predominantly on the taxpayer rather than the industry'
FMD is estimated c. £8 billion; NOA National Audit Office report on the full economic costs of FMD to Parliament, June 21 2002;
the costs of BSE is also estimated at c. £3.5 billion, 'The Impact of BSE and FMD on Ethics and the Democratic process', Journal
of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics, 17: 385 403, February 2004.
2
Environment Food and Rural Affairs MPs Select Committee; Rural Tourism inquiry, terms of reference, August 2016.
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Section 2
Rural Cultural Strategy; political and policy contexts, 2006-2016
Out of the bunkers?

Whitehall ‘proofing’ the rural cultural strategy proposals

'The Littoral Arts Trust's development of a rural cultural strategy [the Creative Rural Communities report,
July 2010] is a work of the first intellectual order'
Professor Roger Scruton. One of Britain's most distinguished philosophers; founder of the Salisbury Review, editorial board
British Journal of Aesthetics; and a livestock farmer based at Sunday Hill farm near Wirksworth.

'As a funder it is very rare that you meet people who have the imagination and are genuinely tenacious
and innovative, and who want to make a difference and an impact in a new area of public life. [The
Littoral Arts Trust) have achieved this in a way that actually proved to be so exciting and culminating in
this project.'
Pauline Tambling CBE, CEO UK - National Creative and Cultural Skills Academy, former Head of Policy and Research at Arts
Council England, Head Office, London (who supported the project during and after the 2001 FMD outbreak).

'Strange as it may seem, culture and agriculture share the same policy space: the public realm. Our
physical and cultural environments are aspects of the same thing, which is the enjoyment of a shared
material and imaginative world ... As the UK passes through a period of deep uncertainty, it is essential
that policymakers climb out of their institutional bunkers and agree to establish a set of common
principles that will help to preserve our shrinking public realm.'
Professor Robert Hewison, cultural historian, formerly Professor of Cultural Policy and Leadership Studies at City
University, London, author of; 'Cultural Capital the Rise and Fall of Creative Britain, (Verso 2014)
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2.1 Ensuring a Whitehall policy fit; establishment of the Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working
Group; the Holden independent study report and its recommendations

Finding the right 'rural' doorway in the Whitehall labyrinth? Locations of various Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group
meetings, 2011-2012; (l-r) Former DCMS offices 2-4 Cockspur St; ACE former HQ, Great Peter St., Commission for Rural
Communities offices, 50 Whitehall, and DEFRA Head Office, Smith Square, London.

Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group, 2011 - 2012
Following the change of Government in 2011 the then DCMS Arts Minister Ed Vaizey and DEFRA Rural Minister
Richard Benyon supported the establishment of a Whitehall rural cultural strategy working group, (RCSWG). The
working group was led initially by DEFRA (Team leader) Tony Williamson and Barbara Silberstein and included
senior policy officials from, DCMS, Stephen Darke (Deputy Head DCMS Art Dept.), Arts Council England, Richard
Russell (Dircetor Arts Policy) and Paul Bristow (Director Strategic Partnerships), the Commission for Rural
Communities (Jeremy Blackburn) and for the RCF, Mike Keeble, Ian Hunter and Michael Hart. The RCSWG met
together several times during 2011 and 2012.
An independent study of RCF's proposal for the rural cultural strategy
The main aims of the RCSWG, as indicated by the DEFRA and DCMS Ministers, were to: (1) undertake an
independent review of the RCF's proposals for a rural cultural strategy (as outlined in the earlier Creative Rural
Communities report, July 2010); (2) ensure a good fit with other relevant Government policy agendas (e.g. BIS,
DEFRA, DCMS, DCLG, DECC, etc.); (3) also look at ways of optimising the creative rural sector's contribution to the
national creative economy. The main outcome from the RCSWG's work was the Rural Cultural Strategy
independent study report, July 2012, which was undertaken by Professor John Holden1

Professor John Holden

The Holden Independent Study Report, March 2012
Professor Holden's two main conclusions from the report were:

'It is clear that there has been a strong and on-going tendency for arts and cultural policy and
funding over the past ten-fifteen years to be overwhelmingly preoccupied with the discourse of
urbanism and in … serving the needs of the urban creative industries and arts-led post-industrial
urban regeneration.
The present situation is considered unfair and disadvantageous to rural communities with the result
that their particular cultural needs, artistic aspirations and creative economic potentials of rural
communities are not being fully addressed or supported.'
Professor John Holden, Rural Cultural Strategy - Independent Study Report, March 2012.
The full 20 page Holden report document is available in Appendix IV.

Dr. John Holden is a Strategic Advisory Committee Member of the Clore Leadership Programme, Visiting Professor
at City University, London and an Associate at the think- tank Demos. He is a writer, speaker and commentator on
many aspects of culture, and his publications include; 'Influence and Attraction', 'Cultural Value and the Crisis of
Legitimacy', and the co-authored 'Cultural Leadership Handbook'. He is a Trustee of the Hepworth, Wakefield, and
a member of the Education Boards of the Royal Opera House and the Design Museum, and of the European Expert
Network on Culture
1
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2.2 All party political support for a rural cultural strategy
Achieving a new alignment between culture, politics and the public.

'This House recognises the need for a Government-led rural cultural strategy
(RCS), to be delivered in conjunction with the Rural Cultural Forum'
(Rural Cultural Strategy, EDM 252, House of Commons, 17th June 2013)

A Minister and MPs who have shown an interest in and/or have supported the RCF's proposals for a rural cultural strategy and creative
rural economy investment initiative. Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom (Secretary of State DEFRA), Tim Farron MP, and Jeremy Corbyn MP

'The challenge, which is already being taken up in some places, is to create a different alignment
between culture, politics and the public. In practice this will require courage, confidence and radicalism
on the part of professionals in finding new ways to build greater legitimacy directly with citizens. The
evidence ... suggests that such an approach would be successful and would serve the aims of all
concerned – politicians, the professionals themselves, and above all the public.'
Dr John Holden 'Cultural Value and the Crisis of Legitimacy', Demos/Gulbenkian 2006
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2.3 All party support for the rural cultural strategy; APPG, Feb. 2010 and MPs support
the rural cultural strategy via an EDM in the House of Commons, June 2013.
House of Commons

Early Day Motion 252

RURAL CULTURAL STRATEGY
. Session: 2013-14
. Date tabled: 17th June 2013
. Primary sponsor: Farron, Tim
. Sponsors:

Meale, Alan; Caton, Martin; Hancock M; Corbyn, Jeremy; Williams, Mark

Tim Farron MP continues to be a strong advocate for All Party support for the rural cultural strategy in Parliament

That this House recognises the need for a Government-led rural cultural strategy (RCS), to be
delivered in conjunction with the Rural Cultural Forum; notes that rural communities are being
denied their cultural voice at present due to the significant disadvantages they face compared to
urban areas in terms of access to arts funding; highlights the perception that too great an
emphasis is being placed on serving the needs of the urban creative industries by the arts
establishment, as identified in the Independent Study Report compiled by John Holden and
endorsed by the Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group; considers that these barriers could be
overcome by the introduction of a dedicated rural cultural funding strategy which would redress
the current imbalance and ensure rural cultural initiatives receive adequate attention and
support from decision-makers in the arts world; further notes that a strategic approach to
diversifying rural culture of this nature would have positive benefits economically in terms of
attracting young people towards rural areas and thereby jobs and services; and calls on the
Government to make the implementation of a RCS a reality as soon as possible.
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2.4

Rural Cultural Strategy APPG - House of Commons, February 2010
'… when elected to power we will support the rural cultural strategy.'1

(l-r) Ed Vaizey MP (then Shadow Arts Minister), Selwyn Hart Chairman Rural Cultural Forum, and Alistair Davy
Chairman UK Hill Farming Initiative; launch of the Creative Rural Communities, House of Commons, 10th Feb. 2010

The above statement by the (then Shadow) Arts Minister Ed Vaizey at the launch of the Rural Cultural Strategy/
Creative Rural Economy report - APPG meeting, chaired by Tim Farron MP (President of the Lib.Dem. Party); at the
House of Commons, 10th Feb. 2010. Included are some statements under, by the current Labour Government
Shadow Culture Minister, Tom Watson and the Leader of the Lib. Dems., Tim Farron MP.

'We will make them (ACE) set up a rural [cultural initiative] unit when we take power ...'
Shadow Arts Minister Ed Vaizey affirms his earlier support for the RCF's Rural Cultural Strategy, in an e-mail to
the Chair of the Rural Cultural Forum, dated 20th Oct. 2009
"

"

'... London benefits disproportionately from Arts Council spending. Every single region outside London
receives half or less than half of the funding per person than the capital gets. This needs to change ... it
deprives the people in those areas of the benefits which that investment brings. Funding for the arts [in
rural areas] not only enriches the cultural scene ... it also helps to bring in tourists and provide jobs.
Arts Council England spending needs to reflect this.'
"

"

"

""""""""Tim Farron MP, Leader of the Lib.Dem. Party, 17th March 2016

"One in eight people work in farming and it is a bigger industry than the car and aerospace industry
combined ... {Rural communities will not be left behind] I want people living in our market towns and
villages to have the same life opportunities as those who live in our cities."
Andrea Leadsom, Secretary of State DEFRA, 5th October 2016

"The strength of all our creative industries gives us the cultural clout that few other countries can
match. It's vital that that the creative industries, which account for one in 11 jobs in the UK, are at the
heart of [the Government's] post-Brexit industrial strategy."
Tom Watson, Shadow Culture Secretary, 30th October 2016

1

Statement by then Shadow Arts Minister Ed Vaizey at the launch of the Rural Cultural APPG meeting, chaired by
Tim Farron MP (President of the Lib.Dem. Party), held at the House of Commons, 10th Feb. 2010
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2.5 Arts Council reviews its support for the rural cultural strategy - creative rural economy initiatives;
several Arts Lottery funding bids are declined; the Trust does its best to carry on.

... we would advise you not to apply for the NPO grant scheme again [for the rural cultural strategy and
Merz Barn projects] ... as it is unlikely it would be supported... [the Arts Council office Manchester]
Jane Beardsworth, ACE North Relational Manager Arts Council North, Manchester

… the 2011 NPO bid [Creative rural economy/Merz Barn new rural arts lab.) failed to meet ACE criteria
... the decision is not a judgment on the value of your work but a reflection of the competition for funds
particularly for amounts at the top end permissible.
Olga Gribben, ACE North relational manager, Nov. 2013

We do not consider that there is a need for rurally specific [strategic] programmes or investment
by Arts Council England ... rural communities will benefit appropriately from the totality
of our support.

Simon Mellor, Executive Director Arts, Arts Council England, May 20131

There was a question about whether DEFRA, Arts Council and DCMS would commission specific
research into the rural creative economy ... All responded that this type of bespoke research was not a
priority.2

Laura Dyer, Executive Director, National Rural Lead, Arts Council England, 25th Nov. 2013

... it is our judgement that your project [the Merz Barn experimental rural arts project, Cumbria] as set
out in the [Future of the Merz Barn report] would be unlikely to make a successful application to our
highly competitive [Arts Lottery] capital programme ... we take it your Trustees would consider
Scenario 'Z'3 in you upcoming AGM.
Alison Clark (Director North and National Director Combined arts), 17th Feb. 2016

(l-r) Simon Mellor (Executive Director Arts), Laura Dyer (Executive Director and ACE National Rural Lead) and Alison Clark (Director
North and Combined arts) are the three senior Arts Council Arts officials who have mostly taken the lead in responding to the
RCF's proposals for the rural cultural strategy, creative rural economy initiative, and the Merz Barn new experimental Rural Arts
Lab project in Cumbria; 2012-2016.

This was the gist of the letter from Simon Mellor in May 2013 written on behalf of ACE Chairman Sir Peter Bazalgette. It later
became the ACE's position; (p. 9) 'The Arts Council and communities living in rural England, 7th March 2014.
2 Arts Council Rural Stakeholder's meeting, 25th November 2013.
3 In its letter to the Arts Council the Littoral Arts Trust outlined a 'Z' option scenario whereby, without the likelihood of access
to ACE funding support, the Trust would be forced to dispose of the Merz Barn site and 4 hectare estate on the open market.
(See appendix XI)
1
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2.6

Trying to understand what might have gone wrong; ongoing concerns about an urban bias and
some contradictions with the Arts Council's priorities for Arts Lottery funding for rural areas.

Between March 2001 and March 2016 the Arts Council rejected, or had deflected, the equivalent of five formal
and informal requests for access to Arts Lottery funding from the Littoral Arts Trust, for vital arts development
work on key elements of the combined rural cultural strategy/CRE and Merz Barn experimental rural arts lab
projects. Earlier, in May 2013 the Arts Council issued what amounted to a formal public rejection of the
RCF/Littoral Arts Trust's proposals for a national rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy investment
initiative. To try and understand why the Arts Council had changed its position so radically, and why the various
requests and formal bids were later rejected, we are summarising under some of the events and communications
as they developed with the Arts Council between 2010 and 2016.
(i) Losing the benefits of c. £400,000 Arts Council Art Lottery already invested to support the projects?
Our three main concerns with these turn of events, which we communicated to the Arts Council at the time, were;
(1) losing the full benefit of the c. £400,000 of Arts Lottery funding that the Arts Council had already invested in the
Trust's development of the projects (2001-14); (2) that the creative rural economy initiative would continue to
struggle and that we could also lose our world leadership role in the field; and (3) that there was a real risk that the
Kurt Schwitters Merz Barn project might have to be sold on the open market.
(ii) ACE Head Office recommend rural cultural strategy and Merz Barn project as 'twin' strategic initiatives
Acting entirely on the advice of Art Council England's Head Office Paul Bristow (Strategic Partnerships), and
Richard Russell (Arts Policy) the rural cultural strategy and the Kurt Schwitters Merz Barn experimental rural arts
project <www.merzbarn.net> were developed by the Littoral Arts Trust as a twin arts development initiatives. Paul
Bristow and Richard Russell further encouraged the RCF/Littoral to submit a single application for three year Arts
Lottery funding as, in their opinion, both projects were of 'strategic national potential.'1 And would be more likely
to quality under the (then) new Arts Council NPO scheme (2011).
(iii) ACE Manchester (Central Grants) Office reject funding bids for Merz Barn and Rural Cultural Strategy
The bid was later rejected by the ACE Manchester Grants office in March 2011. The main reason given was that;
"The decision is not a judgment on the value of your work but a reflection of the competition for funds particularly for
amounts at the top end permissible." The Trust had requested c. £100,000 p.a. over 3 years
to undertake arts development work on both strands; the Merz Barn rural arts lab and rural cultural strategy.
(iv) Ministerial support; Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group and the Holden report, 2012
After meetings with the (then) new Arts Minister Ed Vaizey and Richard Benyon (former DEFRA Rural Affairs
Minister) a Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group (RCSWG) was established mid 2011; mainly to review
and, if possible, progress the RCF/Littoral Arts proposals for a rural cultural strategy - creative rural economy
investment initiative. The main outcome from the RCSWG was an independent study of the RCF's proposals for a
rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy initiative led by Dr. John Holden. The 'Holden Report' was
published in March 2012. The Report's recommendations were accepted by the RCSWG, as no objections or
revisions were tabled at the last review meeting in 2012. (See Appendix IV:2)
(v) Two further creative rural economy R&D & Rural Arts lab development bids rejected by ACE, 2012/13
Two later Arts Lottery bids for the Merz Barn rural arts Lab and a combined creative rural economy and rural
biennale R&D project were submitted to the Arts Council Manchester office in 2012 and 2013. Both bids were also
rejected. The ACE Officer reviewing the bid (ACE Yorkshire office) stated that she was 'not aware of the
background to the project'. And although it was clearly flagged up as a national strategic rural arts R&D project,
stated that it had failed to meet the Arts Council's criteria for promoting and engaging a wider range of publics and
audiences for the arts. The G6 report for the Merz Barn project also stated that the project did not meet the Arts
Council's criteria for Arts Lottery awards.
(vi) The Trust's efforts to keep up a positive dialogue going with the Arts Council 2013-2016
April 2013. In his inaugural speech at the Royal Society of Arts on April 2013 the Chairman of the Arts Council Sir
Peter Bazalgette2 presented the Arts Council's priorities for the next three years; i.e. the Grand Partnership for the
Arts. The speech listed all the major cities and the urban creative industries as a particular focus for future Arts
Council funding investment, but made no mention of the creative rural sector's already significant contributions of
c.£500 million p.a. to the national creative economy. The RCF Chairman wrote to Sir Peter in May 2013 with copies
1

Meeting with Paul Bristow Arts Policy and Richard Russell, ACE Strategic Partnerships, November 2010.
No criticism of Sir Peter Bazalgette is intended here. As the new incoming chair his speech would have been prepared
for him by the Arts Council's advisors. At a private meeting with Sir Peter at ENO later in November 2013, the Chairman
expressed his interest and support in principle for the rural cultural strategy. We are very grateful for his interest and
look forward to working with him in his new role as the national champion for the creative industries at CIF.
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of the Creative Rural Communities report (2010) and the Holden Report (2012), and requested a meeting with the
Chairman to provide him more information about the creative rural sector and creative economic potentials.
May 2013. Simon Mellor, Director Arts and Culture, ACE Head office responded on behalf of the ACE Chairman. In
his letter Mr. Mellor rejected the RCF/Littoral Arts proposals for a rural cultural strategy and that claims of an
urban bias in Arts Council Arts Lottery funding awards were without foundation. The RCF's requests for a meeting
to discuss a way forward were ignored.
(vii) MPs EDM and GPS reports; ACE's Arts Lottery London bias; metro-regions and rural areas miss out
June 2013. Tim Farron MP sponsored an All Party EDM in House of Commons which stated that ... 'This House
recognises the need for a Government-led rural cultural strategy (RCS), to be delivered in conjunction with the Rural
Cultural Forum; notes that rural communities are being denied their cultural voice at present due to the significant
disadvantages they face compared to urban areas in terms of access to arts funding' This outcome in Parliament
was also known to the Arts Council as they were kept fully informed of all matters to do with our efforts to try and
progress the rural cultural strategy.
October 2013. The GPS independent group published the first of their three RoCC - Rebalancing our Cultural
Capital reports, which again raised concerns about the marked imbalance in favour of the Arts Council's
urban/metropolitan (London) base, as contrasted with the lower levels of distribution of Arts Lottery funding for
the regions. These also confirmed an urban - rural regional imbalance in Arts Council managed Arts Lottery
funding, an issue which had been raised the year before by the Holden Report (2012).
(viii) ACE officials state that rural cultural strategy/creative rural economy initiatives are not necessary
November 2013 Laura Dyer, Arts Council Executive Director states that ACE, DEFRA and DCMS support for R&D
work in support of the creative rural economy was ... "not a priority".
March 2014. The Arts Council published its 'The Arts Council and communities living in rural England' position
paper which stated that; 'We do not consider that there is a need for rurally specific programmes or investment by
Arts Council England ... rural areas will benefit from the totality of our funding [programmes]".
June 2014 Arts Council asked the Littoral Arts Trust to prepare a feasibility study for the future development of
the Merz Barn - an experimental rural arts centre project in Cumbria. After a six month delay, ACE North later
awarded c. £33,000 towards the costs of the consultancy, including a pilot arts programme and related public
consultation seminars. The 'Future of the Merz Barn', a proposal for an experimental national contemporary rural
arts project in Cumbria went to the Arts Council in Nov. 2015.
(ix) ACE's report states rural areas are not getting fair access to/benefits from Arts Lottery funding
March 2015 Arts Council's Rural Evidence and Data Review report, p.55, 6.3 Overall conclusions: "As 17.6% of the
population of England live in rural areas, it would seem fair and reasonable for public investment by the Arts
Council to show a similar rate of proportionality or level of benefit ..."
(x) ACE rejects Littoral Trust's third proposal for Arts Lottery funding for Merz Barn rural art project
February 2016. The Arts Council Manchester office stated that the Merz Barn experimental rural arts lab project
report did not meet their criteria for consideration for future Arts Lottery funding support. Also, as it was unlikely
the project would qualify for Arts Lottery Capital funding in the future, it was suggested that the Trust consider
disposing of the Merz Barn; i.e. the 'Z' option which involved selling off this historic national artistic and cultural
property on the open market. (Appendix IX)
(xi) Second ACE report; rural areas disadvantaged by low success rates with Arts Lottery funding bids
June 2016. The Arts Council announce findings of a second report that confirmed that rural communities were not
benefiting sufficiently from their existing national Arts Lottery funding programmes. Further, that the number of
applications from rural areas for Arts Lottery funding were lower, and were also not being as successful in getting
bids approved, when compared with Arts Lottery grant applications from urban areas.
29th July 2016. Arts Professional Journal stated that the Arts Council had been accumulating a record annual
surplus of several £100 millions in unused Arts Lottery funding, which it holds in a permanent reserve bank
account. And that the current balance was c. £340 million. A practice which the Government's Public Accounts
Committee, elsewhere, criticised as 'wasteful'.
(xii) Requests for ACE funding and support for the 'Growing the UK Creative Economy seminars 2017
August 2016. Following a positive response to the seminar proposals from the DCMS and DEFRA Secretaries of
State, the Trust wrote to Paul Bristow at the Arts Council's Head Office and National Rural Lead Laura Dyer (on 6th
June, 13th August, 20th September and 3rd October), to progress a dialogue about the possibility of ACE input and
funding fir the proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy' seminars. We are hoping that the dialogue with
the Arts Council might yet get under way early in the New Year, 2017.
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2.7 A positive way forward; Government confirms support for the creative industries as integral to
the Industrial Strategy; a new spirit of cross sectoral collaboration and economic realism grows.

Business Secretary Greg Clark addressing the Creative Industries Federation annual gathering 11/01/2017

A powerful new alliance for the creative industries in Britain
What might now help to move things forward in this context are some recent positive developments, including a
new climate of support for the creative industries, which stem in part from the Government's post-Brexit Industrial
Strategy. The new culture secretary Karen Bradley recently state that the government would be putting the
creative industries “at the heart” of its new industrial strategy.
Speaking at the second anniversary celebrations of the Creative Industries Federation in January, the Culture
Secretary stated that the Business Secretary Greg Clark was also supportive of these proposals:
“The creative industries are and will be at the heart of this government’s work on industrial strategy. It’s one of
the major growth areas in the country and I want to assure you ... We are going to do everything we can to give
you the tools you need to continue with the amazing success you have demonstrated to date.”
The DCMS secretary of State concluded by predicting “great things” for the creative sector. This achievement is
due in no small part to the campaign efforts of the Creative Industries Federation, led in partnership with the
Creative Industries Council, Creative England and NESTA, along with others in the sector.

New national campions appointed for the arts and the creative industries sectors
At the same time the Arts Council welcomes in its new Chairman Sir Nicholas Serota, the outgoing ACE Chairman
Sir Peter Bazagette will chair an independent review of the creative industries and lead any eventual proposal for
an official ‘sector deal’ between the Government and the creative industries. The review will examine how the
UK’s creative industries can help underpin future prosperity by utilising and developing new technology,
capitalising on intellectual property rights, and growing talent pipelines.
The Creative Industries Federation welcomed the Government’s commitment to the creative industries. Chief
Executive John Kampfner said:
“When we first began talking about the creative industries being a crucial part of any future industrial strategy,
no such strategy was on the table and many people believed such a move unlikely. But the strength of argument
has won the day. We have come a long way in a short time'
The Secretary and acting Chair for the Rural Cultural Forum, Celia Larner said that back in 2006, when the creative
rural economy initiative was first launched there were no such supporting agencies or opportunities around then.
"In fact the situation now, despite the uncertainties around Brexit, etc., could not be more favourable for the
re-launch of the creative rural economies initiative."
Which is exactly what the current report and the proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy' seminars are
aiming to try and do. The next sections of the report (and Appendix VI) will provide more information about the
Trust's efforts to re-launch the creative rural economies initiative.
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Section 3
The 'Second Shock': responding to the Global Economic crisis 2008; making the case for a national rural
cultural strategy and creative rural economy initiative
Adjusting the rural cultural strategy to take account of the global economic crisis; seeking arts lottery funding
support for the emerging creative rural economies, 2006-12

'What you are doing in England is very important ... establishing a world lead. The knowledge industries
and creative rural economy and environmental sustainability will be the likely key drivers in determining
the next major breakthrough areas and challenges for the creative industries. We need to ... document
and analyze the new patterns of creativity and cultural employment across the urban-rural spectrum.'1
Richard Florida, author of ‘The Creative Class‘, May 2006

'If ever there was a time for us to all to get our act together and speak with a united voice, it is now' …
that architects, designers and other creatives needed to be "intensely practical" and clear on the issues
that need to be fought for as the UK government decides on its priorities around Brexit. It was crucial
that the sector presented a clear message to the government about both its impact on the economy and
what it needs to continue to thrive.2
Sir John Sorrell. Creative Industries Federation founder; Dezeen, August 2016

Richard Florida (May 2006) An acknowledged urban theorist and world expert on the creative economy. A Director of the
Toronto’s Rotman School of Management, Global Research Professor at New York University and a Visiting Fellow at Florida
International University. The Creative Class Group also works closely with governments and companies worldwide. CCG are a
leading international consultancy for the creative rural economy.
1

2

Sir John Sorrell, is a UK Business Ambassador for the creative industries, appointed by successive prime ministers, to promote
Britain's creative sector abroad. He is the Co-founder and Chair of the London Design Festival, one of the world's leading design
events. He chairs University of the Arts London, co-chairs The Sorrell Foundation and is President of the London Design
Biennale. CIF have also recently taken up advocacy work promoting the UK creative rural economy.
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3.1 '[Being] Clear on the issues that need to be fought for' - promoting the creative rural
economy; increasing the CRE offer from £1 billion to c. £2 billion p.a. by 2023
The three key propositions as outlined in this report are: (1) that our creative rural communities are
already contributing c. £500 million p.a. to the national creative economy; and (2) that with a
strategic Arts Lottery funded CRE investment framework in place they also have the potential to
contribute upwards of £2 billion p.a. to the national creative economy - by 2023. (3) that a strategic
framework, i.e. a rural cultural strategy, is also required to achieve these outcomes.
Although the creative rural economy initiative first began with the first international Creative Rural Economy
conference, University of Lancaster, 10-13 September 2006, it was the advent of the 'second shock', i.e. the
onset of the global economic crisis in 2008 that gave this work a much greater focus and urgency. This work
went forward initially as the Arts and Rural Regeneration: mapping the new creative rural industries
programme and later shifted towards investing in creative grass roots rural communities, and culture-led and
rural tourism. In the latter stages, by 2011/12, began advocating for the connecting up of EAGGF1 funding
with the LEPS, via RDPE/LEADER and matching Arts Lottery funding.

International line-up at the 2006 Creative Rural Economy conference plenary; (l-r) Linda Burnham (Rural Arts America),
Janet Barton LEADER+/RDPE Lancashire, Sally Medlyn (Arts Policy consultant Liverpool), Dr. Jan Harthold, Dutch Government
Rural Economist, Mark Robinson, RCEO Arts Council England North, Ian Bennett (CI/Digital North West Development Agency)

In this section we briefly set out how the programme and structure of the first international Creative Rural
Economy conference came about. For the sake of brevity we are listing here: (1) the opening statement in
support of the Creative Rural Economy initiative by the then Arts Council NW RCEO Michael Eakin; (2) the initial
conference publicity flyer and programme - which will give some insight into the Trust's thinking about the
necessity of widening the definitions for the emerging creative rural industries, beyond the conventional CI
definitions; and (3) a series of key statements about CRE in an international context taken from a PowerPoint that
we later presented at the East Ontario CRE conference in 2011.
Some reports and documents mapping the evolution of the creative rural economy initiative:
3.1 'Innovate' proposals for a national creative rural economy pilot study - March 2007*
3.2

Written evidence re. CRE to the Environment Food and Rural Affairs Select Committee, 2010*
The documents and reports marked* are listed in Appendix II

1

On 1 January 2007 the EAGGF was replaced by the European Agricultural Guarantee Fund (EAGF) and the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD)
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3.2 An Arts Council England success story; endorsement for the Littoral Arts Trust's creative
rural economy initiative; CRE conference, Lancaster University 10-12 Sept. 2006
'We support the arts in ... the creative economy [they are also] a key part of the rural
creative economy, and central to its growth.'

"""

Michael Eakin RCEO ACE NW
... it's a major investment we need to stay with

Arts Council England NW invested c. £150,000
of Arts Lottery funding with the development of the
NW creative rural economy project 2002-2006

"

Michael Eakin1 Executive Director Arts Council England North West welcoming delegates to the creative rural
economy conference, said that the Arts Council was very happy to be both a funder of and a partner for the
Creative Rural Economy conference. The theme of the Arts and Rural Regeneration had been a key area for them
for the past few years, and they had just published their agenda for the next couple of years for this area.
There were a number of key principles, of which he would single out three for special mention. The Council’s aim
was firstly to enable everyone to have the opportunity to engage in the arts in one way or another, and to fulfill
their creative potential. Secondly they were keen to support the arts in the context of the creative economy since
the arts are a key part of the rural creative economy, and central to its growth. Thirdly the Council was working to
make sure that the arts were placed at the centre of national and regional life, with a beneficial effect on every
branch of national growth and economic development.
If these are the key principles on the Arts Council’s agenda then it was clear that they applied to all areas and all
our diverse communities. There was much good practice to build on, especially in the voluntary sector. There was
good work going on through the National Rural Touring Forum, and also in the field of communications in rural
areas, using the new technology in cutting-edge ways. Many artists and arts organisations play a central role in
their communities, as for example the Theatre by the Lake in Keswick, which is the second biggest employer in the
town, draws an immense number of visitors, and works with many educational institutions in skilling up young
people. He also mentioned the impact of Lantern House (Welfare State International) on Cumbria in bringing a
whole range of creative practitioners to the area who have enriched cultural life. The Arts Council wished to
encourage these and similar initiatives in the region to continue to thrive and expand.
There is a lot to build on in rural working, but also some challenges to be faced. Financial viability is harder to
achieve; housing, educational facilities, public transport, audiences, are all thinner on the ground. All these were
factors which he hoped the conference would explore, finding ways of helping to create a vibrant creative rural
economy for artists and audiences.
Finally, Michael Eakin thanked the organisers for bringing this conference together. It was another "breakthrough
moment for the NW region", and concluding stated; "… I particularly want to congratulate the Littoral Arts Trust
who have, once again, shown considerable skill and foresight with the organisation of the Creative Rural Economy
Conference at Lancaster University.” They were, he said, a key organisation not only"... in developing arts practice
in the region but also in developing in a rigorously intellectual way the thinking and the future strategies for
national rural arts practice and policy." This conference was typical of their considerable influence and creative
enterprise in these areas.
The Arts Council was very pleased to be associated with the initiative and hoped that the future creative rural
economy initiative would become a great success.

1

RCEO Arts Council England NW, from the introduction to the Creative Rural Economy Conference report, (February 2007)
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3.3 2006 - Creative Rural Economy publicity flyer and programme:
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3.4 Key features of the creative rural economy initiative begin to emerge; sample
slides from PowerPoint presentation at the Canadian CRE conference, June 2011
By 2009-10 it had became clear that international interest in the creative rural economy was growing. By then we
were also getting numerous inquiries about our work in England from Australia, Canada and the Netherlands.
Following on from these the Littoral Trust was later invited to advise and contribute to two pioneering
Commonwealth CRE projects; the Australian ACRE project and the East Ontario - CRE Theory into Practice. Via our
links with the ENRD (European Network for Rural Development) the Trust also helped to set up and programme the
first EU conference on the topic; the Amsterdam Rural Forum, in June this year. For more details about these please
see Appendix V. The Trust has also been in dialogue with the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the US
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Washington DC, who have been collaborating on some innovative
creative rural economy collaborations. For more details about these developments please see Appendix V.
Understanding some of the emerging UK and international characteristics of CRE
Under is a brief sample of some of slides from a keynote presentation that the Trust made at the Ontario's
creative rural economy conference in June 2011.
<http://www.slideshare.net/OntarioEast/rethinking-the-creative-rural-economy-in-the-postagricultural-era>
Available on Slide Share (above), it will show how the Trust's thinking about the need to widen the definitions
relating to the creative rural economy had begun to develop by early in the 2010s.
Four creative rural sectors
A brief sampling of a couple of rural sectors and communities which (from
our research) would seem to constitute important, but as yet
undocumented or unrecognised, new areas of creative economic output
and potential

"

Rural creatives "
Professional artists, craftspeople, designers, architects, etc., resident and/or
working in mainly rural locations"
"
Farmer creativity"
Farmers who have pioneered uniquely cultural projects"
and/or are consciously generating new cultural and social goods; i.e. social
farming and the art farms phenomena"
"
Creative rural communities"
The enhancement and unlocking of the creative and cultural capital of
grassroots rural communities and"
businesses"
"
New urban – rural creative economic interfaces"
New cultural communities in the countryside; farm"
markets and cultural diversity; the Black Farmer!

Women lead rural innovation

CREATIVE RURAL ECONOMY

Sally Robin - a Yorkshire hill farmer’s partner developed an internationally
" successful ‘outsize’, on-line lingerie marketing business; enhancing the
creative and cultural capital of grassroots rural communities and SME
businesses. Amplebosom.com"

Putting innovation at the heart of rural regeneration
Some future research areas:"

"

“We’re very broadminded in Yorkshire.. some men also use our service.”"
"
!

• Arts and rural tourism"
• Digital media and the rural economy"
• Promoting creative rural clusters (chains) "
• Arts-led urban rural and cultural diversity business partnerships"
• Art-farms, rural biennales, and rural arts festivals"
• New rural design and architecture initiatives "
• Investing in rural community creativity and rural cultural capital"
• Arts-based land use, and renewables (energy and fibre crops)"
• Food cultures and rural food marketing initiatives"
• New rural crafts, and textile/fashion interfaces with agriculture."

Sally Robinson, farmer and rural entrepreneur,
founder of Amplebosom.com!
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Section 4
Achieving a democratic rural cultural mandate; Rural Cultural Summit, Tate Britain

“The countryside is ever present as a powerful creative and radical force
in British art ... rural communities deserve [to have] a cultural voice.”1

"

"""""""""""""

"""""""""

"""""""""

"

" Art and Agriculture: (left) Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain with Dr Stuart Burgess, the Government’s Rural Advocate, at the Rural
Cultural Summit (centre); A national rural cultural treasure? George Stubbs, the Reapers, 1788, Tate Britain; Flatford Mill on the Stour.
(National Gallery) (rt.) The Haywain - updated for the 21st century? Agenes Denes, 'Wheatfield - a confrontation', New York, 1982.
"

In this section we outline how the Littoral Arts Trust and the RCF set about achieving a rural community mandate
for its proposals for a rural cultural strategy. Central to this was the Rural Cultural Summit at Tate Britain in May
2006. The main aims of the summit were to promote: (1) new arts lottery and cultural investment for rural
communities and rural economic regeneration initiatives; (2) the creative rural economy and recognition by (urban
policy makers) of the extraordinary wealth and diversity of creative rural communities and cultures; (3) cultural
entitlement and equity in terms of allocation of future arts and cultural funding for rural communities and artists
working in rural areas; and (4) the establishment of a rural cultural forum capable of speaking for rural
communities on arts and cultural policy. Over 100 people attended the conference, including leaders from
farming and rural NGOs, Government agencies, media and other rural arts and cultural organisations. Please see
Appendix III
Tate Britain recognition for rural art and cultural traditions; art and agriculture as a new art genre
Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain, said that the event was an important occasion at which to explore the
many ways in which the arts can not only thrive outside their traditional urban contexts, but can be an energising
force in the regeneration of Britain's rural communities and the countryside.
“The countryside is ever present as powerful creative and radical force in British art ... (e.g. The Tolpuddle
Martyrs) as such rural communities deserve to have a cultural voice. The Tate also has an obligation to
well as the artists, who from Constable and Palmer onwards, continue to be inspired intellectually,
politically, and aesthically by the changes happening in our countryside. We must continue to pay
attention to this powerful and abiding part of our national story and cultural identity
Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain (23/05/2006)

Curating the rural; proposals for a future Tate exhibition and Biennale of art and agriculture
Alongside this the RCF began looking at some of the major cultural manifestations and tactics employed by the
cities, the urban cultural sector and local authorities, to direct major Arts Lottery funding in support of urban
regeneration and urban CIs - creative industries. High on the list were the civic Biennales of contemporary art, and
the UK City of Culture programme. Why, therefore, could creative rural communities not also have access to Arts
Lottery for a Rural Biennale? Similarly Tate have a remit to address major new critical shifts and aesthetic
challenges that might arise in British art and culture.
Proposals for an international Rural Biennale of art, agriculture and environmental sustainability, and a related
'curating the rural' research programme will be outlined in more detail in a follow-up report; Art and Agriculture
(See Appendix VII).

1

Stephen Deuchar, Director Tate Britain, from his opening speech at the Rural Cultural Summit, 23rd May 2006
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4.1 Inaugural Rural Cultural Forum - supporters and associate members
Listed under are some of the rural organisations and NGOs who had expressed an interest in becoming full
members, or wished to attend as associated members, of the Rural Cultural Forum (RCF), 2006/7. Many of those
listed under (NFU, CPRE, WIRE, ACRE, Plunkett Foundation, etc.) have recently indicated their interest in attending
the proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Rural economy' seminar in early 2017 (Section 8). The statements under
are by two rural advocacy agencies with major constituencies and political clout.
The RCF should lobby for a fairer rural share of arts lottery funding, and show how to use creative rural
diversification opportunities to create new jobs. It could also use the arts to promote new tourism, food
marketing, craft projects, etc. Above all the RCF had the power to get the [urban] media and policy makers
interested in what was happening to our countryside and the people who lived and worked there. The CLA fully
endorses the aims of the rural cultural strategy.
Henry Aubrey Fletcher CEO CLA, (County and Landowners Business Association), 23/05/2006
… the set[ting] up of the Rural Cultural Forum, is a fundamental step towards adoption of a much needed cultural
strategy for Rural England. The countryside is not just a romantic issue ... it's about economics and underpinning
the nation's tourism industry too. We have to see the countryside as equivalent in economic importance to the
cities: Hatfield Forest is as important to the nation’s culture as Blenheim Palace … a small hedged field full of
cowslips is as important to our cultural identity as Tower Bridge.
Tony Oliver Policy Director CPRE (Campaign for Preservation of Rural England) 23/5/2006
Action for Community Councils in Rural England (ACRE)
Arthur Rank Centre - (ARC)
Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE)
Country Landowners and Business Association (CLA)
The UK Dairy Council
Small and Family Farmers Association (SFFA)
Farming and Countryside Education (FACE)
Hill Farming Initiative (HFI)
Institute of Rural Health/Rural Health Forum (IRH)
Kala Sangam (Bradford based South Asian Arts group with strong rural links)
LEADER+ UK Network
LEAF Linking Farming and Environment network
Livestock Foundation
National Association of Local Government Arts Officers (NALGAO)
National Farmers Union (NFU)
National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs (NFYFC )
Royal Agricultural Benevolent Institution (RABI)
Royal Agricultural Society of England (RASE)
Rural Media Company, Hereford
RuralNet
Rural Youth Forum
Rural Stress Information Network (RSIN)
Tenant Farmers Association (TFA)
The Soil Association
Women in Rural Enterprise (WIRE)
Women Food and Farming Union (WFU)
Observers:
Arts Council England
DCMS
DEFRA
Commission for Rural Communities
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4.2 Rural Services Network - best practices, working for all rural communities
The RSN's main role is to make representations on issues affecting rural services; to promote active
networking among rural providers and sectors; and to establish and share best practices.

http://www.rsnonline.org.uk/
Rural Service Network advocates:
In its early development work for a rural cultural strategy the RCF consulted widely with various farming and rural
community support and rural advocacy organisations. One of these was the RSN who are a respected and
important national rural network and lobby. The Rural Services Network and the RCF share roughly common
aims, in terms of lobbying for equity and fairness in funding for rural communities. RSN also published the RCF's
very first draft of its rural cultural strategy campaign in 2007. (See Appendix II) The RCF is a member of the RSN,
supports its work and keeps the RSN executive and members fully informed of all its activities. However, we are
not suggesting that the RSN endorses any of the recommendations or opinions as contained in this report.

Cllr Cecilia Motley

The Chairperson of the Rural Services Network, Cllr Cecilia Motley is also the Chair of the Arts Council Midlands
Region. She continues to be an inspiring rural leader and resolute national voice promoting the interests of all
rural communities, in the cultural and other policy funding arenas:
'It cannot be right that in almost every sphere of public policy less is spent on rural communities
than on communities elsewhere.'
Cllr Cecilia Motley, Chair Rural Services Network and Chair Arts Council England Midlands, Dec., 2014

Graham Biggs

The RSN/SPARSE chairman Graham Biggs wrote earlier in support of the Rural Cultural Strategy
Dear Ian, (4 July 2013)
Let me be clear on this. I agree rural interests need to work together and I personally agree a National
Rural Cultural Strategy and funding to implement it are necessary.
I am happy for you to raise the prospect of a future joint seminar at the November meeting. Perhaps
after that meeting, assuming our membership supports the need for a Strategy we can chat through
how best to work together once our current campaign work is completed. I may not be able to attend
the APPG personally which is why I suggest chatting after the November meeting
Graham
Graham Biggs, Chief Executive
Rural Services Network and SPARSE- Rural
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A rural cultural strategy
Without a unified voice, rural communities will continue to lose on funding for arts and
culture, says Ian Hunter
Not long ago, the Millennium Commission uncovered an underspend in the process of winding up its main funding
programmes. After discussions with Arts Council England, this money was combined with other arts funds and £15 million of
new arts and cultural investment was made available to selected UK cities those that had been unsuccessful in the 2008 Capital
of – principally via the Culture bid round.
Despite the government’s talk about the importance of city region partnerships, the urban-rural connection and rural
regeneration—not to mention repeated assurances that the 2008 Capital of Culture would also benefit rural communities – not
a penny of this new funding ever reached the rural community.
I could cite many other examples of such an urban bias and metrocentric thinking at work in terms of how arts and cultural
policy and funding are being formulated and allocated. And now that the Olympic Games tsunami is already sucking away what
little arts lottery money we still have available, rural communities can expect to receive even less arts and cultural support in
the future.
Without a unified voice and a coordinated cultural strategy development and arts lobby in place, rural communities have and
will continue to lose out significantly in terms of accessing cultural funding and arts investment. These are also statutory arts
and cultural funds, which the rural community are also entitled to ask for. In short, we urgently need a cultural strategy for
rural England, and in order to do this we need to become more involved in the mainstream urban cultural funding sector, and
so win a fairer share of the arts funding pot for rural communities in England.
It was for this reason that the Rural Cultural Forum was set up almost a year ago at the Rural Cultural Summit held at Tate
Britain in May 2006. The forum also aims to establish a dedicated rural arts and cultural development and network agency for
all rural communities in England, while developing a supporting programme of practical arts, crafts, design, media and cultural
activities for rural communities.
In addition, it seeks to promote and sustain a wide diversity of rural community arts, crafts and cultural traditions and related
educational and training opportunities; promote the concept of rural community cultural capital and cultural entitlement for all
rural communities; and act as the lead cultural advocacy and art lobby for rural communities everywhere.
Dame Sue Street, then permanent secretary of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, endorsed the general aims and
objectives of the forum, saying it was well placed to promote a cultural strategy for Rural England. So did Stuart Burgess, the
government’s rural advocate.
Proposals discussed at the conference included ways of achieving full cultural entitlement and parity of arts funding investment
for rural and farming communities in England and the development of the creative rural economy through the provision of
community-led media, crafts and arts initiatives.
We must develop urban-rural cultural diversity and creative business partnerships. The need for a national audit of rural
community cultural capital and future arts and cultural provision for rural communities has also been also identified.
This is quite distinct from the Arts Council’s main agendas, and support for professional arts and arts audience development
work in rural areas. The forum has also been urged to liaise with government departments and agencies and secure their
support in principle for the idea of a rural cultural strategy.
With some funding generously provided by Arts Council England West Midlands, an interim forum committee is now currently
working toward this goal. Along with a draft constitution and an outline of a future rural community arts development
programme, proposals will be presented for further discussion and ratification at the next forum open general meeting planned
for October 2007.

Ian Hunter Littoral Arts/Rural Cultural Forum
Written by: Ruralcity Media 10th July 2007
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Let there be wisdom ... William Blake, 1757-1827

Some of the 400,000 rural people on the Countryside 'Liberty and Livelihood' march, London 1998
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Section 5
Summary
Asking for more?

What!" said the master at length, in a faint voice.
"Please, sir," replied Oliver, "I want some more."
[Chapter 2, "Treats of Oliver Twist's Growth, Education, and Board," p. 6-7]

The report relates how the proposals for the art and agriculture, rural cultural strategy and the creative rural
economy initiatives first came about; initially as a response to the 'First Shock' of the Foot and Mouth epidemic of
2001 and its negative impact on the UK rural and urban economies and communities. It further documents how,
following on from the 'Second Shock' of the world banking and financial sector crisis of 2008, the Littoral Arts Trust
and the RCF with Arts Council encouragement and support developed outline proposals for a national creative
rural economy strategic investment initiative. However the Trust was unable to access Arts Lottery or arts funding
generally to fully progress these initiatives between 2007-2009.
In an effort to try and overcome the hiatus Tim Farron MP, then Lib.Dem. President, offered to set up an All Party
Rural Cultural Strategy Group - APPG in the House of Commons. Which met for the first time in February 2010.
Following the General Election of 2010, the then Coalition Government Arts Minister, Ed Vaizey and Rural Minister
Richard Benson supported the establishment of a Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working Group (RCSWG). The
main role of the RCSWG was to look at practical ways of taking forward the rural cultural strategy and creative
rural economy initiatives. This resulted in the publication in March 2012, of the Holden Report - an Independent
study of the Rural Cultural Strategy proposals. The report confirmed the central thrust of the rural cultural
strategy's thee main propositions. Basically, that:
•

The cultural needs and aspirations of rural communities were being unfairly held back and disadvantaged
through an ongoing structural urban bias operating within the Arts Council's priorities for and
management of grant-in-aid arts funding and Arts Lottery awards;

•

Creative rural communities were already contributing over £500 million p.a. to the national creative
economy, and that they had managed to achieve this outcome without the benefit or support of any
strategically directed or sustained Art Lottery funding investment programme;

•

Further, given a relatively modest level of Arts Lottery funding for the implementation of a 5 year
strategic investment programme, that the creative rural sector had the capacity and potential to increase
their contributions to the national creative economy to £2 billion p.a. by 2023.
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Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding it everywhere, diagnosing it
incorrectly, and then applying the wrong remedies ... [and] usually too late.
Groucho Marx, Night at the Opera, 1935

Unfortunately, during 2011-2016, it again proved difficult for the Trust to access the necessary GiA arts and Arts
Lottery funding to sustain progress with the rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy investment
initiatives. But it kept both initiatives going using its own resources. In this context it did sometimes feel a little
like Oliver Twist, and as though we were somehow 'asking for more' than we in the rural sector were, perhaps,
entitled to. However the situation has recently changed again with the advent of what could perhaps be
described as the 'Third Crisis'; the referendum in June 2016 and the UK's exit from the EU. Following upon which
the Government has recently announced a new Industrial Strategy, and the Prime Minister and the DCMS and
DEFRA Secretaries of State are now calling upon all sectors of the creative industries, urban and rural, to come
forward and give of their best.
By way of response the RCF and the Littoral Arts Trust are proposing to hold a series of 'Growing the UK Creative
Rural Economy' agenda setting seminars, during 2017/18. To explore these and other ways in which the creative
rural sector and their urban partners could do more to help. The report is intended mainly as a background
introduction and as an interim creative rural economy handbook, that might help to stimulate further new
thinking and discussion around the programming and outcomes expected from these seminars. The report also
puts forward proposals for research and development work aimed at realising the full economic, social and
environmental sustainability benefits of the creative rural economy in Britain (i.e. anticipating the Fourth Shock;
Climate Change). It also underlines the two main requirements that could further empower and enable the
creative rural sector to achieve the above strategic national goals:
• Establishment of a democratic rural cultural mandate which would enable all rural communities and
creative rural sectors to have a greater say and input in terms of how future arts and cultural funding
policy decisions for rural areas are made and are prioritised;
• Securing a more equitable and transparent distribution (demographic and geographic) of Arts Lottery
funding in the future, to take account not only of the disparity that still exists between London and the
metropolitan regions, but to also overcome the equally rather unfair structural imbalance by which the
Arts Council continues to favour urban over rural community cultural funding needs, and is also ignoring
the creative rural sector's considerable economic potential.

5.2 Suggestions for further research; the seven 'gifts'

Between 1989 and 1994 the Littoral Arts Trust (then called Projects Environment) organised three major
international advanced arts practice and policy research conferences in Manchester. Each of which pointed to
the emergence of three potential new aesthetic discourses and intellectual challenges for the contemporary art,
art theory/curatorial community, and related arts policy work. These were; (1) Landscape and Sculpture,
Manchester Polytechnic, Sept. 1989, which re-positioned ecological art, land art, and environmental art in the
context of Government-led urban fringe regeneration programmes; i.e. the Groundwork Trusts and the Urban
Community Forests movement introduced under Michael Heseltine's time in office. (2) New Voices in the City New Genre Public Art conference, Manchester City Council March 1993, which proposed the introduction of a
new critical urban art and more community creativity orientated counter discourses to the then established
orthodoxies of the prestige-driven public art agencies and civic 'beautification' agendas.
Thirdly, the first of the two Littoral - New Zones for Critical Art practice conferences, University of Salford,
September 1994 - which is still heralded by many (including Suzanne Lacy and Grant Kester, etc. - who also spoke
at these) as the first formal international manifestation of 'Socially Engaged Art' practice. The follow-up Dublin
Littoral Conference in 1998 flagged up the need for a new critical art pedagogy and theoretical grounding for this
work. However it also presaged the genre's inevitable institutionalisation1 and so advocated for the exploration
1

e.g. MIMA and the Liverpool Biennial's recent advocacy of socially responsive, community co-creation, and Arte Util
initiatives. These are welcome and should be of course supported. However, some would argue that the millions of Arts Lottery
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The bourgeoise has subjected the country to the rule of the town. It has created enormous cities, has greatly
increased the urban population as compared with the rural, and has thus rescued a considerable part of the
population from the idiocy of rural life.
(Karl Marx, Manifesto, 1866)
of new more intellectual, theoretical and politically challenging zones for practice and research; preferably
outside the art world. The Littoral Trust, as it had then become known, opted for agriculture. Which was the
origin of the ArtBarns project in 1999 which, in turn, begat the Rural Cultural Strategy and which has now also
given us the New Creative Rural Economies initiative and report.
Given this very brief background introduction to the Trust's core artistic ethos, motivations and critical
methodologies of inquiry, etc., it allows us for a moment to stand back and speculate on what we now think are
likely to be the emergent new critical art practices, aesthetic impulses, and arts policy agendas, that have arisen as
a result of this programme of inquiry. These are what we mean by the 'gifts', or the new creative and intellectual
challenges that are now available for other arts professionals, artists, curators and cultural policy makers, etc., to
look at in more detail. In brief, each of the seven 'gifts' or creative challenges under is offered up as potential
opportunities for further academic inquiry and/or for related arts and cultural policy research and arts
development work.
1. Art and Agriculture as a new international critical art practice genre. We can now point to the emerging
outlined of two - possibly four - new critical art practice genres, or sub genres; i.e. Art and Agriculture, Art
and the Policy Sphere, Art and the Anthropocene, and Art and Pandemics. Art and Agriculture is also
proposed principally as the vehicle by which to further investigate the possibility of investigating the
conjoining of agricultural change, art and the anthropocene.
2. A new creative industries sector - the creative rural economy Consolidation of an important new
national cultural industries agenda; the creative rural economy initiative and its long overdue integration
with the nation's overall creative industries portfolios, including also the likelihood of a not insignificant
contribution to the national economy;
3. The rural as a challenging new frontier for arts and cultural policy. The rural as a challenging new
cultural frontier zone for future mainstream arts and cultural policy practice and research.
4. A new post-agricultural aesthetic discourse. The definition of a potentially new post-agricultural rural
aesthetic discourse, which would have important practical applications with town and country planning,
National Parks, Forestry planning, RDPE/rural development policy and with DEFRA - flood control,
livestock and farm animal welfare and related land management regimes.
5. A democratic rural cultural mandate. The cultural mobilisation and enfanchisement of England's rural
communities and creative economies through the introduction of a more democratic rural cultural
mandate, whereby grassroots rural communities, including farmers, rural NGOs, rural artists, and their
academic partners, etc., would finally get to have a direct say and input with the Arts Council on setting
future priorities for GiA and Arts Lottery funds for rural areas.
6. Beyond the rural; new urban and rural cultural partnerships. The re-connection of agriculture and the
urban imagination; i.e. beyond the rural, the establishment of new urban rural cultural partnerships
towards the achievement of full economic, environmental and social sustainability in our own era; a
cultural strategy for the advent of the anthropocene era.
7. The Merz Barn - an experimental rural arts lab project. The Kurt Schwitters Merz Barn project
proposals for the creation of an experimental rural arts lab and pioneering new contemporary rural art
gallery project in Cumbria; 2017 is the 70th anniversary of the Merz Barn (July 1947). The rural cultural
strategy/creative rural economy programme, if it is to move forward, will need a dedicated resource
center/gallery to support new research, curatorial resource, documentation and admin.
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Publications that helped to change mainstream arts and cultural policy in Britain

Storming the silos; or the 'other' art that Britain ignores?
It is said that radical new art practices or movements generally take about 15-20 years, from their inception as
marginal discourses or from the rather problematic 'disruptive innovation' stages, to full recognition and
acceptance by the mainstream art and cultural establishment, or by arts funders and policy makers. In this
context we must also acknowledge and pay tribute to such pioneering publications as; 'The Art that Britain
Ignores', by Naseem Khan, 1977 which first raised the issue of the lack of cultural diversity and recognition of the
BME presence in the arts, and 'Storming the Citadels' by Owen Kelly 1983, which advocated for greater
recognition and support for Britain's community arts. The New Creative Rural Economies report makes a similar,
albeit more modest, proposition on behalf of the creative rural sector.
Regaining our world leadership role? Art and agriculture; cultural strategies for the anthropocene era
The report also posits the formal reconnection of culture and agriculture as important new priorities
(obligations?) for future art practice, curatorial work and arts and cultural policy research. It further
aims to re-position agriculture as a major new sphere of cultural policy practice and research in its own
right. And that, ultimately, via a wider critical arts and public engagement with agriculture; (i.e. beyond
the rural) lies the possibility of the formulation of new post-Urban (i.e. urban-rural) cultural
partnerships, promoting full economic, social and environmental sustainability; i.e. art, agriculture and
the anthropcene - The Fourth Shock. This we argue is one of the most compelling cultural tasks and
responsibilities now confronting the professional arts, media and cultural sector today. Equivalent in
scope and importance to the post-industrial (postmodern) urban arts and cultural discourses pioneered
in Britain during the 80s and 90's.
The report argues that there is absolutely no reason why we cannot take a world lead once again with the
implementation of the New Creative Rural Economies and Art-Agriculture-Anthropocene initiatives.
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5.3 A postcript

"30 years working together as an independent arts team ... and we've no plans to quit just yet!"
It has taken us some 15 years of rather hard, but mostly enjoyable, work to bring the two projects (the Merz Barn New Rural Arts Lab and the national rural cultural strategy) through to fruition, at least to the critical thresholds of
what we hope will become their next and very exciting stages of development. In the context of the rural cultural
strategy we feel that the Trust's work in this area is just about done. It is now up to the rural stakeholders and the
relevant authorities and agencies (DEFRA, CIF, ACE, DCMS, etc.) involved to take the creative rural economy and
rural cultural strategy work forward. We also wish to express our gratitude to our earliest supporters Andrew Clark
and Tim Bennett at the NFU. The Arts Council, LEADER/RDPE, and the National Lottery Fund for the funding and
support that enabled us to undertake this important work.
Also to the DEFRA community; Sir Brian Bender, a former Permanent Secretary who was the first to understand
the importance of what it was we were trying to do during FMD, and Simon Humphries (now at Natural England)
who, like many other of his (MAFF/DEFRA) colleagues, took the full brunt of the FMD disaster. And, whatever the
farming community might have thought at the time, they deserve greater public credit and thanks for coping with
what was an utterly impossible situation. In fact we partly wrote this report in the hope, albeit rather modest, that
they and their future DEFRA colleagues (and our farming communities too, obviously) might never have to face
anything like this ever again. Also to Alistair Johnson (DEFRA Economist), Tony Williamson (Team Leader, Defra’s
Landscape and Outdoor Recreation Division) and Barbara Silberstein DEFRA, and to David Wilford at the DEFRA
York office. All of whom were unfailingly generous and also thoroughly principled in the professional support and
advice they offered the project.
'Mar na leitheidi aris ann' Honouring the UK's hill farming and upland rural communities
But most of all we hope, despite the report's obvious limitations, that we did not let England's extraordinary
creative farmers, imaginative rural artists and enterprising rural communities down. They, along with our quite
wonderful and stalwart hill farmers, are also among some of our greatest national cultural treasures and assets.
As such, they are absolutely vital to our future survival as a nation and so are the true and enduring creative
heroines and heroes who have inspired this project and report; mar na leitheidi aris ann. 1

'I found the poems in the fields And only wrote them down'
'Sighing for Retirement' (right) John Clare, Northamptonshire poet and farm labourer, 1793-1864)

John Clare and Kurt Schwitters: New Fields; a new role for the arts and culture in the post-agricultural era
Also to Kurt Schwitters who first led us on this extraordinary journey almost 20 years ago. And, in this the 70th
anniversary year of his extraordinary Merz Barn project in rural Cumbria, we humbly offer this project and report
in his honour; he did not fail us and we hope that, with such new creative artistic endeavours, his artistic legacy
will live on for ever. Equally, these ideas; the cultural and economic potential of rural cultural strategy and the
critical efficacy of the Merz Barn Rural Arts Lab project have, in a sense, always been there ... just waiting for us to
're-discover' their true value. And, like our other hero John Clare, all that we have done really ... is to 'find them in
the fields' and write them down … again.
Ian Hunter and Celia Larner
RCF/Littoral Arts Trust 19th January 2017

1

Tomás ó Criomhthain, The Islandman, "… our like will not be [here] again".
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For Stephen:

The first person in Britain to die of new vJCD/BSE; Stephen Churchill with his family1: he died on 21 May 1995, aged 19

A slight change of pace ... an opportunity for some reflection?
With Part IV of the report there comes about a slight change of emphasis and change of pace, as we
begin to explain what we mean by the 'three new creative rural economies'. We will shortly return to
the practical proposals for the implementation of the core new creative rural economies work.
But first a brief recap. When we set out on this programme of new rural cultural/creative rural economy
R&D work 15 years ago, we had had a hunch for some time that the connections between the rural and
urban, and culture and agriculture were going to change, and radically so. That is what artists do ... they
work at lot of the time on blind hunches and intuition, poke their noses into where they maybe
shouldn't. And, yes, we also sometimes get it wrong. But not this time ...
These concerns were first triggered for us by the growing number of reports coming out in the press
around mid-1994/5 about the public health concerns around what was then called Mad Cow Disease.
Five years later, and after the FMD disaster in 2001, this then became for us (The Trust) an absolute and
urgent imperative, and continues so. It was also quite clear then that any engagement with the rural,
and with agricultural issues in particular, was going to be a major cultural undertaking and responsibility,
and also potentially quite controversial. But just how radical and far-reaching these changes were later
to prove to be (i.e. the Four Shocks), have proved much more shocking and profound for us as a small
Arts Charity. It radically changed us and our outlook on art and society.
In this context, and before we move on to the report's main recommendations, we would like to
dedicate our report to the memory of Stephen Churchill.
It is also the job of artists to ask awkward questions, and keep on asking ... whether it be about the
problems in agriculture, in art, etc., and, also somewhat perplexingly in this case, the seeming
reluctance on the part of the Arts Council to want to support these intellectually challenging and
artistically very rewarding next stages with the project. It is, as we have stated from the beginning and
all the way through this work, sitting there and waiting ... as 'a major Arts Council success story'.
'How extraordinary important it was that an arts organisation took a 'political' stance in the face of
[the FMD] crisis in farming - the loss of traditions, ways of working, and the ensuing changes to the
rural cultural landscape. Littoral's [Arts Trust] effort was not just only brave, but hugely admirable.'
Aileen McEvoy, Acting CEO, Arts Council England NW Region, March 2002

1

While there have been 170 confirmed vCJD deaths in the UK, at least one scientific study has suggested that about one in
4,000 people in Britain could be incubating the disease without any symptoms. The Northern Echo newspaper, Feb. 2011)
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The report’s main
proposi!ons
1 That the crea!ve rural sector undertakes to generate up to £2 billion p.a.
for the na!onal crea!ve economy by 2023;
2 In return for a £5 million p.a. investment of Arts Lo#ery funding, i.e. £15
million in total over the next five years, for a rural innova!on and cultural
investment fund (RICIF);
3 Including agreement on a democra!c rural cultural mandate providing
grassroots rural communi!es and ar!sts with a say on future arts funding
and art policy priorites for rural areas.
4 What we are also witnessing here is the emergence of a new set of
contemporary cri!cal art prac!ce genres, an important new aesthe!c
paradigm, a new crea!ve economy, and a challenging new fron!er for future
arts and cultural policy prac!ce and research;
5 In this context it also posits the concept of the post-Urban which further
advocates for the need to wean mainstream and arts and cultural policy,
and Arts Lo#ery funding, from their addic!on to the city, pres!ge civic cultural
projects, and the discourse of urbanism;
6 This would further aid the emergence of a post-Agricultural discourse,
including a new rural cultural investment programme and the crea!on
of the vital new urban - rural cultural partnerships required to achieve
future environmental, economic and social sustainability.
7 It would also be unthinkable that the public and private sector ins!tu!ons
set up to promote new art and the crea!ve industries, etc., might now wish
to ignore or suppress the above disrup!ve innova!on, crea!ve risk taking
and associated entrepreneurial ini!a!ves.
‘One of the challenges of this kind of radical innova!on is that the exis!ng systems aren’t designed to take account
of it ... [Ins!tu!ons] will some!mes ban an innova!on completely ... Where public funding is at state, they may fall
between funding streams. Or they may sit awkwardly between diﬀerent professional dynamics of culture’
S!an Westlake Policy Director NESTA (April 2016)
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How could a national creative rural economy initiative be funded?

£700 Million pa
A simple Arts Lottery funding distribution formula that could be
applied to rural areas, as used by the Arts Council itself, is to work
out the ratios by head of population; urban - rural. This would then
give rural areas access to almost 18% of the current Arts Council
funding pot, that is the combined GiA and Arts Lottery fund which
averages £700 million pa. (Column A). Which would allow some of
the c. £126 million p.a. (Column B) to be allocated for the creative
rural sector and, specifically, support for the New Creative Rural
Economies R&D initiative. Currently they have received almost
‘zero’ Arts Lottery funding support for rural CI-related R&D projects.
Overall conclusions
As 17.6 per cent of the population of England
lives in rural areas, it would seem fair and
reasonable for public investment by the Arts
Council, or the reach of the Arts Council’s funded
work, to be distributed in similar proportions.
(p. 17 Arts Council's rural evidence and data review report,
March 2015)

A

The Arts Council receives roughly £700 million p.a. partly from
Government (GiA) and partly from the National Lottery as Arts
Lottery funding. Which it gives out in arts project grants, NPO
awards salaries and to support supplementary special funding
streams; e.g. the Industrial Strategy CI sector Cultural
Development Fund. Most of which has been urban in
destination for many years.

B Taking the percentage of population in rural areas as at 17.6%
(DEFRA) this gives an approximate estimate of c.£126 million
p.a. that could become available for rural areas for arts
directed community rural regeneration, rural cultural strategy,
and creative rural economy investment programmes.

C

The report argues, given the quite generous Arts Lottery
funding awarded the major urban projects listed in Column A,
etc., that less than 1% of its annual available funding, i.e. £5
million p.a. could easily be allocated for a dedicated Rural
Cultural Development Fund and to support the development of
a national, three year pilot creative rural economy programme.
Which could also return c. £4 billion+ p.a. by 2025.

£126 Million pa

£5 Million pa
A

B

C

New Economies of Sustainability; time for a future arts and cultural policy radical rethink?
The Arts Council argues that it is already investing c.£140 million p.a. for rural areas. This mainly focuses on arts
audiences development, touring, education and public engagement, including funding for larger institutional NPOs
with rural post-codes, (e.g. Glyndebourne, Royal Shakespearean Company, Snape Maltings, Libraries, Museums, arts
centres based in rural areas). However, what is being proposed here is an opportunity for a much more radical arts and
culture policy initiative, which would be the rural equivalent of the ACE’s major culture-led urban regeneration initiatives.
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29th July 2016

Arts Council pledges to reduce
£334 million Arts Lottery stockpile
At least £65m is likely to be channeled into the arts in England, after
ACE commits to releasing its excess Lottery reserves.
Arts Lottery funding forged ahead again last year, with Arts Council England’s (ACE) share of proceeds
from the National Lottery Distribution Fund growing by nearly £16m to reach £268m. This figure is the
second highest ever, just short of the all-time high of £272m in 2014, and £90m more than five years
ago.
The latest growth in Lottery revenues has coincided with a significant fall in ACE’s Lottery
grant-making. According to its annual report, ACE made just £140m in grant commitments in 2015/16,
compared with £396m the previous year, when 96 of its National Portfolio Organisations (NPOs) were
offered three-year core funding from the Lottery for the first time.
Following years of stockpiling, ACE has now pledged to release some of its Lottery reserves, meaning
at least £65m is likely to be channeled into funds for the arts.

ACE record Arts Lottery reserves
ACE’s Lottery reserves reached an all-time high of £334m in March 2016 – more than triple the
2009/10 figure. Building excessive reserves is a practice that is frowned upon by the Public Accounts
Committee, which in the past has criticised Lottery distributors for failing to spend cash that should
be “funding worthy community projects, not sitting in a bank account doing nothing”.
ACE’s policy is to not allow its Lottery balance to exceed a year’s worth of income, whilst preserving
a balance of at least £50m to £80m in each year. But in recent years it has breached this by keeping
significantly more in reserve.

Arts Council could release up to £180 million* in surplus Arts Lottery funding
Following the latest boost to arts Lottery income ACE has now pledged to bring down its Lottery
balance during its next budget-setting period “to a level more in line with the minimum balance”
required by its own policy. Such a move would release at least £65m, but potentially three times*
that amount.
The timescale for the release of the cash, and the purposes for which it will be earmarked, have not
yet been determined. Neither has the geographic split of the funding, although CEO Darren Henley
has made a commitment to investing 75% of Lottery funds outside London by 2018.
An ACE spokesperson told AP: “We are still in the process of agreeing budgets for all our funding
streams, including lottery. Further information will be available in October when we announce our
overall investment approach for 2018 onwards.”
Edited from an article in Arts Professional On-Line Magazine 29th July 2016
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Section 6
The Third Shock: Brexit; responding to the Government's Industrial Strategy; Littoral's
proposals for 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy' seminar series

Two sectoral responses to Brexit: CI - the Creative Industries Federation report, and the 2016 Rural
Services Network Conference: Brexit - Survival of the Fittest – Making the Case for the Rural

What is indisputable is the centrality of the creative industries to the government’s
industrial strategy, to its Brexit negotiations and to its social agenda.
Sir John Sorrell Chair of CIF, October 2016

Leaving the European Union has major implications for England's countryside
communities... Changing dynamics in Westminster present an opportunity to put
forward alternative models for devolution to rural areas.
Rural Services Network Chair Cllr. Ceclia Motley, July 2016

“We now have an historic opportunity to harness the economic potential of our rural
communities. The creative sector has a significant contribution to make. I therefore
welcome initiatives by the sector itself to identify ways in which it can stimulate this.
DEFRA Secretary of State, Andrea Leadsom, 31/08/2016
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6.1 Concerns that the rural economy might struggle post-Brexit1; appeal to the DCMS
Secretary of State Karen Bradley and DEFRA Secretary of State Andrea Leadsom for
their support for the creative rural economy seminar.
Given the urgency of the situation, also the changes then taking place in government, and concerns
growing in the rural sector about what might lie ahead after the referendum, it seemed sensible to
make contact directly with our two new lead Ministers - for culture and the rural; Karen Bradley at
DCMS and Andrea Leadsom at DEFRA to offer support and let them know about the proposals for the
'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy' seminars. Their positive responses have been encouraging.

'Rural drive and innovation [are the] bedrock of our economy and environment' ... for centuries, the UK
economy has been powered by the ideas and innovations of rural Britain ... Even a small increase in
productivity has the potential to add billions to rural GVA.

Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom Secretary of State for DEFRA December 2016

Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom
Secretary of State for DEFRA
House of Commons, London SW1A 0AA

2nd August 2016

Dear Secretary of State,
Re. Rural sector to pledge up to £2 billion for the UK creative economy by 2023?
Firstly, we would like congratulate you on your appointment as Secretary of State for DEFRA.

"The [rural and farming] sector is a bedrock of our economy and environment. We have always been a leading
economic power, opening [world] markets ... And with your drive and innovation, we will continue to do so.”
We applaud your statement above about the importance of rural innovation to the national economy, and
are hoping that DEFRA might also be willing to support the Rural Cultural Forum's (RCF) proposals for a UK
creative rural economy investment initiative. <www.ruralculture.org.uk>
Rural sector already contributes £500 million p.a. to the national creative economy
Recent reports and academic studies profile the growing importance of the creative rural economy, and have
estimated that the rural sector is already (unaided by any formal strategic arts lottery investment funding)
contributing around £500 million p.a. to the UK national creative economy. However they also note that the
creative rural sector here is currently being unfairly disadvantaged and held back through low levels of access1 to
Arts Council controlled Arts Lottery funding, and also the because of the lack of a national rural CI (Creative
Industries) investment framework. (Holden Report 2012)
"The present situation is considered unfair and disadvantageous to rural communities with the result that their
particular cultural needs, artistic aspirations and creative [economic] potentials ... are not being fully addressed
or supported."
(Dr. John Holden, Rural Cultural Strategy Independent Study report, 2012)
Millions only for the cities - Problems with an urban bias in Arts Council arts funding awards?
This problem becomes all the more evident when compared with the cities where they have benefited from a coherent
CI (Creative Industries) investment strategy over the past ten years, including many £100s of millions of Arts Council
directed Arts Lottery funds for prestige urban regeneration and civic art museum projects; e.g. Baltic Art Gallery
Newcastle (£33 million), Turner Contemporary Gallery Margate (£17.5 million), Hepworth Gallery Wakefield, (£33
million), The Factory Arts project Manchester (£78 million), and Tate Modern extension London, (£260 million2). A
further £15 million has recently been allocated by Government and the Arts Council for the 'Great North Exhibition' in
2018 for the cities; Blackpool, Bradford, Newcastle-Gateshead and Sheffield have all been shortlisted.
The Arts Council have recently (20/6/2016) acknowledged the issue of, "lower success rates for Grants for the Arts (Arts
Lottery funding applications) from rural areas.", and that it has not been able to fully address, "… the issue of lower
applications" for Arts Lottery funding projects from rural areas.
2 £50 million of this total came directly from Government and Arts Lottery sources.

2

1
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A Rural Biennale: support for a major UK rural arts and countryside cultural tourism event?
In this context we are asking that, along with our new Secretary of State at DCMS, you might be willing to
champion our proposals for a Rural Art Biennale, which would provide an international showcase and celebration
of our Great British diversity of rural arts, rural cultural tourism, countryside craft, new rural design and
architecture, and a boost for our world-beating creative rural economies.
Could new funding for rural sector come from the Arts Council's current £334 million Arts Lottery reserve fund?
Recently Arts Professional Journal (29th July 2016) stated that the Arts Council has this year managed to
accumulate a record surplus of £334 million of unused Arts Lottery funding, which it holds in a permanent reserve
bank account. A practice which the Government's own Public Accounts Committee have, elsewhere, criticised as
'wasteful' and have urged that, where possible, available Lottery funding should be released to fund, 'worthy
community projects and not sitting in a bank account doing nothing'. The Arts Council have said that it may release
up to £65 million from its Arts Lottery reserve fund over the next year.
Rural innovation seminar: proposes £2 billion for the UK's creative rural economy by 2023
The RCF and other rural leaders feel that some of this soon-to-be-released 'surplus' Arts Lottery funding could very
profitably be deployed in support of our hard-working creative rural communities, perhaps via some strategic,
culture-led rural regeneration, rural biennale and creative rural economy investment initiatives. As you might
agree such a proposition is certainly worthy of further discussion, which is partly the purpose of the
seminar: 'Growing the UK's Creative Rural Economy', to be held in London early in the New Year.
The proposed seminar has already attracted the support of NESTA, the UK Creative Industries Federation and the
Rural Cultural Forum. The US NEA (National Endowment for the Arts), and the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA) have also expressed an interest in attending. Dr Tim Wojans1, Regional Economist in the USDA Rural
Economy Branch, Resource and Rural Economics Division, Washington DC. has agreed to give a keynote paper at
the seminar:
'The impacts of the "rural creative class" and globalization on rural development; assessing
creative place-based alternatives to rural and agricultural development policy.' (title tbc)
£50 million for £500 million: 5 year creative rural economy investment programme, 2017-22
The main proposition that we would like to present for debate at the seminar is, basically: that in return for access
to some of the soon-to-be-released £65 million of 'surplus' reserve of Arts Lottery funding - we are suggesting that
£50 million be allocated for a five year national creative rural economy investment programme could be
considered - the rural creative sector (farmer creatives, e.g. Michael Eavis, cheese farmer Alex James ex-BLUR,
creative rural SMEs, the thousands of artists, crafts, textile/ fashion, digital, writers, composers, musicians, and
designers active in rural areas, including the many regional and locally home-based creative rural communities,
etc.) would undertake to try and double their contribution to the national creative economy to £2 billion by 2023.
At this point we would like to ask if you could perhaps let us have a short interim statement of support for the
seminar: '£1 billion by 2022; growing the UK creative rural economy' planned for early next year? And, if we could
come back to you with some options on dates and times for the seminar - that would be convenient for you would you also be kind enough to agree to attend and officially open the seminar for us?
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Ian Hunter
CC Rt. Hon. Karen Bradley, Secretary of State for DCMS

1

Dr Tim Wojan, USDA ERS <http://www.ers.usda.gov/ers-staff-directory/tim-wojan.aspx>
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6.2 DEFRA Secretary of State's positive response:
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6.3 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy - £1 billion p.a. by 2022' seminar;
rise of UK farmer creatives - "after the success of Glastonbury, anything is possible"

Secretary of State DCMS Karen Bradley MP, backs innovation in the rural economy
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Sally Robinson and the Amplebosom team

(v) The digital creative rural economy - combining the old and the new. The application of

emerging and enabling technologies; promoting social innovation, lifetec., and sustainability;
supply chains as catalysts for inward and inclusive growth.
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Case Study 2. Promoting new culture-led rural tourism initiatives
Responding to the Environment Food and Rural Affairs MPs' Select Committee report on developing the
future rural tourism offer and economy. Promoting innovation in rural tourism; INNOVATE UK - The
Countryside is Great marketing scheme; widening the role of the arts and cultural sector in support of
rural tourism and place-based marketing; supporting the Lake District National Park's 'Cultural
Landscapes' World Heritage bid; re-thinking 'cultural destinations' from a 'critical tourism' perspective.
In this context a one day rural innovation policy focus research seminar; ‘Growing the Creative Rural
Economy - £1 billion p.a. by 2022?1, is being proposed for London for sometime early in the New Year.
This would mainly be for Government agencies, policy makers, academics, rural NGOs, and the new
Ministers - DEFRA, DCMS, the Arts Council, Creative Industries Federation, etc.. It would include other
leading rural development, rural arts/culture, academics, and farming innovation sector organisations.
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Section 7

Jump starting the 'post-Urban'
Creative Rural Economies

'Unleashing the economic potential of food and farming, nature and the countryside'1

The three New Creative Rural Economies
In this part of the report we will set out the co-ordinates and some practical proposals for the
implementation of a creative rural economy R&D investment programme (2017-22).
It will also explain the two proposed strategic functions of the 'Three New Creative Rural
Economies'; (i) as a multiple support and investment strategy for unlocking the core cultural
capital and creative economic potentials of rural communities; and (ii) as the basis for the
development of a future 'post-Urban' cultural strategy promoting full economic, social and
environmental sustainability; i.e. art, agriculture and the anthropocene.

DEFRA Corporate Report, Single Departmental Plan, 2016-2020 (updated 15th Sept. 2016)
'Post-Urban' references architect Rem Koolhaas on the rural as offering a new critical space in cultural discourse.
1
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7. The New Creative Rural Economies; the 'post-Urban' - a new ordering and the avoidance of waste
In this section we propose for further investigation the adoption of three new creative rural economy
developmental initiatives, or strategies. These were first proposed in general outline at the first international
Creative Rural Economy conference organised by the Littoral Arts Trust at Lancaster University in September 2006.
For various reasons this work did not get the necessary funding support or institutional backing to be properly
taken forward. Which was unfortunate. However we don't have the time (or the will) to want to go back and
start all over again. Hence the reference in the section title to 'jump starting' the creative rural economy. Jump
starting is obviously an extreme measure and something of a last resort. But if the 'enterprise' has permanently
stalled, as the creative rural economy appears to have here, then it may be the only option.
Obviously much has happened since 2006 and the creative rural economy enterprise is fast developing as major
international field of new cultural investment and research, with exciting new work now also well under way in,
China, Australia, Canada, Ireland, Netherlands, USA, etc., while we in Britain still sit on the side-lines. The creative
rural economy has also become an established academic research discipline with radical new thinking now
emerging around the concepts of rural as a new post-Urban 'volatile' zone for cultural and economic innovation
(Koolhaas), the Global as rural (Professor Michael Woods) the Neo rural, (Atterton, et. al.), the post-agricultural
era (RCF), and the OECD's proposals for NRP - a New Rural Paradigm. Moreover, the overarching political contexts
and key economic drivers in the UK have altered dramatically over the past six/seven months. Which in turn has
impacted significantly on the Creative Industries community (CIF). Consequently, there will be a reasonable
expectation on the part of Government for some concrete action and measurable outputs on the part of the
creative rural communities and the nascent creative rural economy here. In short, we have some urgent and
important catching up work to do. Which is the basis for the current proposal for the 'Growing the UK Creative
Rural Economy' seminars, and also the main purpose of the report.
What is perhaps unique about the early development of the creative rural economy in this country, and may yet
prove to be its main strengths and sustainability, its origins as an integral part of the RCF/Littoral Arts Trust's
campaign proposals for a national rural cultural strategy (2004 - 2016). That is this work first came about as a
result of a wider grassroots rural community and rural arts practitioner initiative, and was later formally endorsed
as part of a democratic rural cultural mandate at the first Rural Cultural Summit at Tate Britain in May 2006. It is
because of the initiatives 'strategic' rural grassroots origins that we are advocating for the recognition and
adoption of a multiple set of creative rural 'economies'; i.e. the Three New Creative Rural Economies. And a
central element of these three 'economies' is the long awaited mobilisation and enfranchisement of rural
community cultural capital and self-help creative entrepreneurship. And as we move into the main section of this
part of the report it might be helpful to return briefly to the etymological roots of 'economy,' which may help to
explain the proposed multiple (three) creative rural 'economies' strategy.
Oikos - Economics and Aristotle's Division of the Sciences
Invoking the original Greek definition of economy as 'oikos', these basically proposed the opening up of a new
range of 'household' issues and creative tasks, along with a 'reordering' and 'putting putting into place', of three
new foundational rural cultural discourses and practical implementation strategies. These particular rural
'economies' are further proposed as new areas for future research and development work, and which follow on
from the main recommendations outlined in Section of the main report.
The avoidance of waste - the principles of ordering; a means to an end
'The avoidance of waste ... the principles of ordering of human affairs; the adaption of a means to an end; ... the
focus on the day-to-day affairs of people, their livelihood'
Economy is made up from two Greek words "oikos" and "nomos". The first means a household, though in ancient
times this referred to something somewhat more extensive than the modern household, so that it could signify a
large agricultural estate or even a village. The second had the meaning of a distribution or management, being
derived from "nemein", to distribute, manage. There are thus two ideas associated here; a general one of
ordering, so that any ordered system came to be referred to as an economy, e.g. the celestial economy. The other
more particular idea is one related to (the ordering of) human affairs, i.e. a conscious adaptation of means to end,
so that we have the connotation of the avoidance of waste. More particularly still, there is the focus on the day-today affairs of people, their livelihood. (Oikos - Economics and Aristotle's Division of the Sciences, D.G. Boland
1997)
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Effectiveness for the 'real' economy - promoting fairness, transparency and inclusivity
A twenty-first-century finance system needs to be designed according to principles of fairness, inclusiveness,
transparency, and effectiveness for the real economy
Also in the twenty-first century, we are seeing a return to the original meaning of "oikos". In so far as the social
and ecological challenges for today’s institutional leaders are starting to redirect the course of economic
inquiry toward its oikos-related origins, and by forcing us, once again, to broaden our perspective. A twentyfirst-century finance system ideally therefore needs to be designed according to principles of fairness,
inclusiveness, transparency, and effectiveness for the real economy - none of which are part of the design of
our financial systems today. (Samie Al-Achrafi 2016)
Key concepts and goals driving the new creative rural economies
In our approach to the re-appraisal and re-categorisation of the UK creative rural economies we propose to
draw upon the above Oikos concepts. Specifically, those of re-ordering of principles and the related notions of
a saving from waste and effectiveness for the real economy. There may be other interpretations involved later
on but the above will serve as a start. However, there are two other main overriding considerations that we
also need to acknowledge at the very start; (a) (at national level) addressing the Government's post-Brexit
Industrial Strategy, and related economic, rural and cultural policy agendas. And (b) (at a global level) in the
longer term, the requirement of all national development discourses (economic, cultural, social, etc.) to
accommodate the new future strategies for global economic, social and environmental sustainability. These
are proposed as the possible key drivers that could be available to aid the 'jump starting' process for the UK's
creative rural economies. To summarise they are:
Effectiveness for the real economy; mapping the new post-Urban creative rural economies
This proposes the investigation and formulation (re-ordering of principles) of a new core creative rural
'economy', initially as an R&D enterprise based around; (i) a nation-wide mobilisation of rural community
creativity and cultural capital, (ii) a fully resourced professional sector (arts, media, culture, economic,
academic, etc.) in combination with an advanced creative rural economic planning strategy; (iii) to be achieved
via the conjunction of the current CI creative industries (hitherto mainly urban focused) with a reappraisal of
the existing mainstream rural development and agricultural economic policy agendas and discourses from
cultural perspectives; (iv) possibility of deployment of a programme of experimental and/or disruptive
innovation strategies across all the key 'rural' sectors; e.g. agriculture, rural development, rural tourism, new
rural media/telecommunications, rural health, transport, rural housing, youth, welfare, and other rural
services.
Re-ordering of principles; framing new urban/rural creative resource partnerships and cultural policy agendas
Proposes an 'economy' and a 're-ordering' of current CI and cultural economy arts policy agendas and funding
investment categories. In particular, bringing of the 'economy' of mainstream arts and cultural funding policy
into the realm of mainstream rural development, rural tourism and agriculture diversification discourses.
Thereby potentially releasing into the rural development and agriculture sphere, new arts and cultural sector
funding and resources hitherto not accessible to it. Also opening up mainstream arts and cultural policy
discourse more fully to the challenges of the new 'post-Urban' and the 'post-agricultural' discourses, as a
means of also comprehending and addressing situations of radical and dynamic complexity, (i.e. instability,
crisis). Also of the need for a new kind of rural cultural policy or cultural investment framework capable of
addressing the new conditions arising from accelerated political, economic, cultural and environmental change
in rural areas;
Saving from waste; generating the new neo-rural and anthropocene era cultural narratives of sustainability
Suggests the need for an 'economy' of new rural cultural narratives and critical practices. In particular,
generation of more imaginative cultural interventions and art practices as a means of formulating the new
ideological, aesthetic, political, philosophical and ethical frameworks required for a more humane, socially
inclusive and economic and environmentally sustainable rural future; The latter two principles (The rural as a
new cultural policy arena and the new cultural narratives) will be discussed in more detail in Sections 8 and 9.
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7.1 Strategic partnerships; new policy, intellectual and political contexts for the creative rural economy
However, what has made the 'jump starting' of the creative rural economy now possible, indeed imperative, are
also three recent important overarching developments:
1. Brexit - hard?
The 'third shock' and its likely future major impact on the UK urban and rural economic sectors;
2. Creative Industries Federation - Creative Industries Council - Creative England
Establishment of the Creative Industries Federation and Creative Industries Council and Creative England as
national R&D and advocacy bodies promoting the UK creative industries;
3. Government's Industrial Strategy;
The very clear challenge to the CI and creative rural economy sectors, as issued recently by the Prime Minister
and DEFRA and DCMS Ministers, to more fully support the Government's new Industrial, global exports, tourism,
and economic stablisation strategies.
Waving … and still drowning? 7 reports tabled in 10 years extolling the potential of the creative rural economy
The report also traces the critical genealogy and grassroots origins of the creative rural economy initiative (20022016). It further highlights some of the key reports and attempts at (re)classification of CRE, as outlined earlier on
by; (1) the Littoral Trust's Creative Rural Economy report (2007), (2) the RURAL INNOVATE pilot R&D project 2007,
(3) NESTA's Rural Innovation report, 2007, (4) The Creative Countryside reports, BoP 2007/09, and later on in 2010
the Littoral Arts Trust's follow-up (5) Creative Rural Communities report, (6) the Holden Independent Study report
2012 and, finally, this the (7) New Creative Rural Economies report. It is clearly time now that we moved on and
regained the international initiative once again in this exciting field of creative economic practice and know-how.
By right we should be among the world leaders in this field.
To recap, this section of the report alongside the proposed seminars are intended to stimulate and inform wider
public debate aimed at; (i) promoting a future new role for the professional arts and cultural sector in the context
of new (Post-Brexit) rural regeneration and agricultural diversification policy agendas; and (ii) achieving the
potential of the creative rural economy, given some agreement on a targeted Arts Lottery fund investment
programme, to contribute up to £2 billion p.a. to the national creative rural economy by 2023. But in order to
achieve these goals, and continuing the automotive analogy, we need a suitable operational 'vehicle', or
workhorse, and with a reliable road map and journey plan to hand.

Which would you choose? (l.) Trabant 1975 'end of road' model; (rt.) Range Rover 'Defender', dependable 'all-terrain' vehicle

Underpowered and outdated; the UK creative rural economy - do we have to be the 'Trabant' model?
Over the last ten years the Littoral Arts Trust has done its best to try and keep the creative rural economy and the
rural cultural strategy initiatives going, using mainly its own slender reserve funds and limited organisational
resources. This is not a good way to have to work, nor does it do justice to the potential of the creative rural
economy nor, in any way, meet needs of our creative rural communities. What the UK creative rural enterprise
really needs now is a major 'shot in the arm' - or a massive 'jump start'- which would include some access to
realistic and useful levels of Arts Lottery funding1 to support the establishment of a no-nonsense, robust and
effective five year (2017-2022) creative rural economy investment strategy. In other words, the equivalent of a
late model Range Rover Defender, i.e. the '... we can go anywhere, and take on any challenge' (creative rural
economy) version. But, as we country folk well know ... 'Defenders' don't come cheap.

1

We estimate the equivalent of 17.6% of the total Arts Lottery Capital given to the cities 2012-5, would be a good start.
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7.2 Getting started; mobilising the massive creative economic potential of Britain's 'rural powerhouses'
Listed under are suggestions for some practical next steps that could perhaps be considered immediately, and as
an initial agenda-setting exercise alongside the 'Growing the UK creative Economy' seminars during 2017/18.
These are obviously not the only ways of approaching things and it may be that the Creative Industries Federation,
DCMS and DEFRA, etc., could come forward with alternative proposals. We will also need a creative rural
economy strategy that is much more closely aligned with the Government's strategic economic and environment
policy agendas; e.g. Innovate UK, KTP, and BEIS Industrial strategies and, in DEFRA's case, promoting more
effective linkages with related Agricultural technologies (Agri-tech) and the Future of Food and Farming strategies,
etc. These and other proposals could be fleshed out in more detail via the various seminars and in follow-up
discussions.
Scratching the surface; untapping the creative potential of rural areas and the land-based economy
To make a start we propose to briefly survey and summarise some of the initial study reports that were
undertaken from around 2007 onwards, review their main conclusions and recommendations and then update
these alongside we could gather from more recent academic research/publications. Including access to new
thinking on the part of the main agencies (DEFRA, NFU, CIES, CIF, etc.) and from some of the lead rural advocacy
and community development NGOs, (ACRE, RSN, CLA, Plunkett, WIRE, etc.). And, finally, via the expanding
international field of pioneering creative rural economy R&D work, in China, Canada, USA, etc. Working from
these perhaps then begin to assemble a rudimentary set of templates, or schedules of possible future creative
rural economy characteristics study projects that could be looked at in further detail
Proposed new creative rural economy research arenas or templates; an initial scoping exercise, 2017-18
We have identified seven or eight possible 'templates', interfaces, or potential future new coordinates of available
information, expertise - and expectations - that could be examined further and assessed in relation to the
formation of a new set of definitions, or classifications for the creative rural economies. It is stressed that the list
under is just a small sampling of what could be looked at. A follow-up new CRE new re-classifications report and
research bibliography will follow as part of an expanded and more comprehensive survey.

Agnes Denes, 5 hectare 'Wheatfield' art and agriculture an urban reconfiguration, Foundation Nicola Trussardi Milan, 2015
The Foundation Nicola Trussardi in Milan commissioned1 US pioneer art and agriculture artist Agnes Denes to 're-make' her
iconic New York "Wheatfield - 1982" project in the centre of Milan in 2015. The project attracted worldwide publicity and
inspired the Italian government to encourage other major Italian arts and cultural centers (e.g. Uffizi Florence, etc.) to do more
to promote Italian agriculture and regional 'artisanal' rural food produce.

7.2.1 'Re-ruralising' the urban imagination; expanding the 'classic' CI creative economy definitions
Exploring and documenting examples of successful new rural and agriculture sector alignments with the so-called
classic '13' CI categories: design, music, publishing, architecture, film and video, crafts, visual arts, fashion, TV and
radio, advertising, literature, computer games and the performing arts. Include the emergence of more recent CIinspired rural cultural economy hybrids: agriculture-as-opera in Milan; the New York city Rural Routes
international film festivals, agri-tecture c.f. Rem Koolhaas; the Manchester 'neo-rural clubbing' Young Farmer Club
scene; the runaway $100 million international success of the rural WI-inspired Calendar Girls; rural Hay-on-Wye
goes global phenomena, with the export brand success of Hay 'rural' literary festivals worldwide; rural craftism and
agri-hactivism, new design breakthroughs in the tractor and agricultural machinery industry, etc.

1 The Littoral Arts Trust originally brought Agnes Denes to Yorkshire in 2005 to explore, what then would have been the artist's
first international "Wheatfield" art project commission since 1983. But unfortunately the Arts Council later declined Arts
Lottery funding for the R&D work; i.e. the Rural Biennale R&D project bid.
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'Agri-tising - big art sells local rural products. Stan Herd Crop artist - 4 hectare field art works sponsored by Absolut Vodka - near

a major US airport - US Air used the Absolut vodka field art logo in one of their inflight magazines; Cheshire farmer installs a new
eye-catching straw sculpture alongside the M6 each year to advertise his home-made ice cream; "people drop by all the time ...
and we have also sent some of our ice cream to Anthony Gormley, to say thanks ..."

7.2.2 'Agri-tising' - agri-tech - 'agri-tainment'; new rural creative input within the 'secondary' rural CIs
Further, the traditional boundaries and concepts of what now constitutes farming, countryside and rural are
breaking down via new rural creative interfaces (i.e. the neo-rural) developing within advertising; architecture; the
art and antiques market; crafts; design; designer fashion; film and video; interactive leisure software; music; the
performing arts; publishing; software and computer games; and television and radio.

(far right) Cumbria Rug maker Jane Exley, who uses local Herdwick sheep’s wool to make bespoke rugs;
the Wool Board show her work with British wool marketing promotions in Japan, the US and in China

7.2.3 Neo-rural creatives: art professionals, rural community cultural capital, rural women entrepreneurs, etc.
The not yet fully documented and largely untapped resources of rural community cultural capital, including the
significant potent of rural youth, rural women (WIRE), rural elders, Roma/Gypsy and rural migrant communities as
innovative cultural entrepreneurs and producers in the countryside; also the rich and as-yet-unmeasured
economic potential of the 'creative rural archipelagoes' of professional rural arts, media, design, craft, architects. A
survey is needed of the existing pioneer creative rural arts and culture-led economy activity, from rural crafts, rural
artists, creative SMEs, farmer creatives, rural festivals, culture-led rural tourism, rural arts centers, art farms, rural
community cultural capital, Historic Houses, CLA - land based cultural activities, National Trust, CPRE, and the
National Parks as key cultural - creative rural economy partners, and incubators, etc.

Big data drives innovation in the farming industry;

advanced agri-bot design and programming

7.2.4 Big agri-data, the digital rural, agri-bio-tech, and the expanding internet of rural things axis.
Big data driving rural innovation; the digital creative rural economy - exploring new creative interfaces with
agri-tech, precision farming, future farms, tele-medicine, advanced rural communications, and digitalising rural
services. Please see; Section 7.8 'The Digital Rural Economy - combining the old and the new' for more
information.
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7.2.5 Innovation and rural development; DEFRA/DCMS/BEIS/CIF/INNOVATE UK, new rural CI policy interfaces
Out of the shadows? Identifying new opportunities and challenges for the (urban and rural) arts, media and
cultural sectors with the UK Innovation and Agri-industry innovation discourses. An important area for
investigation in plotting the coordinates for the new creative rural economies would be clarification of the
definitions of rural 'innovation' and where precisely the strategies and programmes for 'innovation' in the rural
and agriculture sectors connect (or may be disconnected) with current cultural and creative industries policies
and agendas. Exploring new government 'innovation - CI policy axes- DEFRA, DCMS, ACE, INNOVATE, BEIS, CIC,
CIF, NESTA, etc.

Our farmers hold an immense body of 'deep' cultural knowledge; i.e. a major rural analogue 'Big Data'. Monetising the
aesthetics and 'innate' value systems of rural community - farming knowledge bases; animal genetics and stock breeding are
critical to the success of the UK international livestock industry and meat exports. (left) Tessa Bunney, photographer
documented the last Royal Agricultural Show; July 2009. Livestock breeding and genetics involve highly developed aesthetic
and cultural judgments, and could also be re-considered as part of the new knowledge-based creative rural economy?

7.2.6 The new agri-knowledge-based rural industries; grass-roots rural community/rural NGO priorities
There are roughly four other areas of potential rural knowledge and agriculture sector expertise that could be
looked at again in the context of mobilising a new rural creative and cultural knowledge-based economy and
database. Obviously many rural NGOs, rural advocacy agencies, agricultural colleges and University rural
research Faculties have already been active in these areas and may not need reminding of their pioneering role.
However, what is being suggested here is the formation of a CRE research and skills/training alliance, or some
kind of creative rural economy consortium that could further support and bring these important skills and
knowledge bases together. Or at least provide a shared platform i.e. a national creative rural economy skills and
research network.
1. Rural community advocacy. Lead rural grassroots, NGO, and advocacy agencies; ACRE, RSN, WIRE, NFU,
CLA, RASE, CPRE, National Trust.
2. Rural enterprise and agri-innovation; RASE, Royal Agriculture University, Lincoln University, NIAB, etc.
3. Rural skills, vocational & training agencies; Newton Rigg, Myerscough, Harper Adams, Askam Bryan, etc.
4. Academic - advanced research in rural sociology, rural tourism, and the rural economy; Newcastle
University Center for the Rural Economy, Gloucestser, Exeter
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A National Rural Creative and Cultural skills centre or agency?
It might useful to open up further dialogue with the National Creative and Cultural Skills Agency via an exploratory
conference or seminar. This could be aimed at widening its scope to incorporate the rural creative and cultural skill
agendas, that are also critical to the future success and sustainability of the creative rural economy.

7.2.7 Advanced rural CIs research; theorising the creative rural economy; new CRE creative and cultural skills
Rural academic research areas tapping CRE work and new thinking in academic research community - rural
innovation, rural sociology, rural economics, rural culture; new theoretical and philosophical discourses that might
also open new thinking about the future rural economy and creativity. The above logos are taken from the NIAB
website and effectively summarise what some the overarching major issues and objectives that would need to be
addressed by the arts and cultural sector in taking forward the new creative rural economies enterprise. We have
also not touched on other potentially important areas as; food cultures, the new rural foods and artisanal
traditions, food security, bio-diversity, crop sciences, GMOs and public health and nutrition, etc. These and other
strategic policy agendas (DEFRA, BEIS, etc.) would also form significant research and development focus areas in
terms of understanding and planning the future creative rural economies.

7.2.8 LEPs, LEADER/RDPE/ Interreg, UKTI, ENRD, OECD,
Another important area in terms of establishing the new strategic partnerships, identifying potential additional
resources and the related research/intelligence partnerships to grow the nascent creative rural economy, would
be the formalisation of links with the various international, EU, national and regional agencies tasked with
promoting prosperity, new jobs growth and innovation in the rural community and land-based agricultural sectors.
There are too many to list here, but have highlighted under a few that would seem receptive and with the
capacities (economic and research) to assist the future development of the new creative rural economy: at an
international level OECD, the World Rural Forum and Food and Agriculture Organistions FOA, ENRD - European
Network fro Rural Development, Enterprise Research Council, INNOVATEUK, UKTI, the various LEPS and related
RDPE/LEADER UK programmes. All of whom have supported various conferences, research projects and
publications about rural creativity and innovation in the agricultural and land based sectors.
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Another important area is that of the EU funded RDPE and Interreg programmes many of which have supported
and sustained a wider range of innovation rural and farm based cultural tourism initiatives. More recently
Newcastle University Centre for the Rural Economy CRE, as the advisory partner on a new project called Rural
Growth (Interreg Europe) which is funded through the European Union’s European Regional Development Fund
and aims to reverse rural economic decline through tourism. CRE is the only academic institution involved - the
remainder of the partners are from local authorities in Hungary (Nagykanizsa), The Netherlands (Drenthe), Finland
(Savonlinna), Italy (Emilia-Romagna), Spain (Madina del Campo) and Romania (Harghita).
7.2.9 Getting real? Addressing some of the core systemic rural issues and agendas; the economies of need
This bring us to the last but, possibly, the potentially most import (even controversial) of the proposed new
creative rural economies research and development areas. In a sense it means turning the concept of the creative
rural economy on it head, and asking the basic question; "… in what other ways could the arts and cultural sector
deploy its full creative, imaginative and cultural skills and resources to aid our struggling rural communities and
farmers?". Part of the answer could also come if we were to ask ourselves; "... what are some of the bigger
overarching, and perhaps more systemic problems, now confronting rural communities?" Again this is far too
complex and important an area to properly address here; it would take another full report to do justice to these
questions. However, in this context we would like to conclude with two main observations. Which become the
basis for further short reports or discussion papers.

Rural Fair Share Campaign
(I) The creative rural economy also relies on achieving a democratic cultural mandate for rural communities
All the way through this work, and with the preparation if the report, we have kept in contact with and taken
great inspiration and encouragement from the work of the various grass-roots and rural advocacy organisations.
In particular the House of Commons - All Party Fair Share for rural communities campaign group, the NFU, CLA,
ACRE, Plunkett Foundation, LEAF, CPRE the Soil Association, the Oxford Real Farming Conference, and the Rural
Service Network all whom (and others) have done much to promote support for the social, economic and
cultural needs and potentials of rural areas.
In this context it may also be helpful to look at the RSN's current Rural Manifesto: Seeking the best for rural
England, 2015 to 2020 <http://www.rsnonline.org.uk/the-rural-services-manifesto> for a check-list of rural
community needs and campaign issues: provision of affordable rural housing; rural broadband and connectivity;
tackling rural fuel poverty; services and care support for rural elders; access to rural public transport; equity in
the planning system and local government funding for rural areas; viable rural village services; rural proofing of
mainstream government policies; the rural economy and environmental sustainability. And others.

These, and the above sampling of rural advocacy could easily become a major focus for any future arts and cultural
investment work in the rural community and rural development sectors. They are, after all, proposing important
new work on core rural economic, social and cultural agendas, which are not that different from the arts-led urban
regeneration programmes that Arts Council have also been funding in the cities over the past 20 years, or more.
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Rural areas flooded, Somerset, January, 2016

Rural Cumbria, May 2001

Flood and fire: … is this where we came in? 'Disrupting the rural'; thinking the unthinkable; art and pandemics
Finally, and again invoking one of the Greek definitions of Oikos; i.e. 'the saving from waste', what this report also
tries to articulate is that. ... by having a national rural cultural strategy (i.e. an active and critical cultural memory)
in place we just might be able to head off, or, at a worse case scenario, help to ameliorate some of the worst of the
social, animal welfare, environmental and economic costs of the next major Zoonose pandemic. Or, more simply,
if a well resourced (c. £450,000 Arts Lottery funding) and better targeted art and pandemics cultural response
could be directed next time, and even if this were only to have a 1% positive impact overall; 1% of £8 billion would
work out at ...? Similarly, with climate change and the onset of more extreme weather conditions, rural areas are
encountering and having to deal with some major environmental problems. In particular flooding and the effects
of severe storms.
These and other core rural issues and problems, we would submit, are what sit at the heart of the 'post-Urban'
New Creative Rural Economies proposals. Including a willingness to thinking the unthinkable and being prepared
for these uncertain futures; i.e. "The future is rural ... but this time it will be different."

7.3 The next steps; assembling a new creative rural economy research methodology and data-base

Basically, there are about four next practical steps or areas of information that could be followed in terms of
getting started. These would also be helpful in assembling the basic methodologies and databases of information
required to help bring the coordinates of the current and future creative rural economies more into focus. These
as listed under each have an expanded section of information located in the appendices; Appendix VI.
(i) A survey and summary of past and recent creative rural economy research reports, 2006-2012
There have been a number of useful research studies and reports produced around the future development of
rural creativity and innovation, from about 2006/7 onwards; Rural Cultural Forum Creative Rural Economies report
2006/07, NESTA Rural Innovation Report 2007, BoP Creative Countryside reports 2007/09, Creative Rural
Communities report, 2010, etc. Appendix VI

Some of the pioneers of the new critical rural cultural research discourses; (l-r) Professor Michael Woods, Aberystwyth
University, (left) Deirdre O'Mahony Galway Institute - SPUD; Kathrin Böhm, Public Works/My Villages; artists Radovan
Kraguly and Fernando Garcia Dory.

(ii) Advanced academic research work around the new rural economy, rural creativity and culture
What has also changed since the Littoral Arts Trust's 2007 Creative Rural Economies conference report is the
recognition and expansion of academic research in the creative economy field; 'The Global Rural', Professor
Michael Woods, Aberystwyth University, 'Rural Enterprise and Neo-endogenous Development' Atterton, et.al.
Lincoln; 'Cottage Economy: the ‘ruralness’ of rural cultural industries', Dr. David Bell, Leeds Metropolitan, and
'Rural development and policy, food and society, and the wellbeing of rural communities', Newcastle University
Center for Rural Economy. This work includes some exciting new theoretical and policy discourse around the rural
as a challenging new zone for arts and cultural policy, to which this report is intended as a contribution.
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(iii) A survey of the economic impact of the Arts Council's GiA and Arts lottery investment in rural areas
The Arts Council have also been active in supporting a wide range of new arts projects in rural areas. Although
not all directly primarily at strategic investment in the creative rural economy, many of these (listed in Appendix
VII) have an important potential contribution to make to growing the creative rural economy. In this context it
might be useful to look at undertaking a independent survey of some of these (Creative People and Places,
Cultural Destinations, National Rural Touring programmes, etc. in order to assess their CRE potential for growth,
and also how they might be better integrated as part of a future nationally coordinated creative rural economy
investment programme.
(IV) Learning from other international creative rural economy research and development work
A potentially major and also very valuable contribution to the proposed new creative rural economies research
programme is with the diversity of pioneering creative rural economy initiatives now underway in different parts
of the work. In particular the very productive R&D partnership that has been developing with the US
Department of Agriculture USDA, and the US National Endowment for the Arts, based in Washington. The Littoral
Arts Trust has also established very good links and the potential for future partnerships with similar CRE projects
in; Australia, Canada, USA, Ireland, China and the Netherlands.
7.4 Developing the new Digital Creative Rural Economy; in-depth case study and future research profile
Because of the limitations of space within the report we were not able to go into much detail with the above
future CRE R&D sections (7.2.1 - 7.2.9). However, because the digital creative rural economy is likely to be of
central interest and concern (i.e. the ongoing lack of rural broadband access), we have invited three experts in
the urban CI - digital economy arena to put together some outline ideas and proposals for further discussion, and
perhaps also demonstrate the considerable intellectual, social, creative and economic potential of this new area.
The lead consultants are Iain Bennett The Fifth Sector. <http://www.thefifthsector.co.uk> And Manchesterbased digital artists and social activist Hwa Young and Dave Mee, who were the original founders and leaders of
the pioneering MadLab project in Manchester. The Creative Digital Rural Economy report is available in
Appendix VI.
7.5 Generating wider rural stakeholder engagement; establishing a CRE support and advisory framework
Following on from this there would roughly seem to be about five main 'stakeholder' communities (under) for
whom this work could be a useful meeting point and platform at which to also begin to plan out some of the
future R&D trajectories for the UK creative rural economy. This is partly the purpose of the 'Growing the UK
Creative Rural Economy' seminars proposed for later in 2017. The initial likely stakeholder groups are:
. Farming and rural community leaders, rural arts and artists; rural advocacy groups, rural NGOs
. Academics, rural sociology researchers, specialists in rural, agriculture and cultural policy
. Relevant local authority and statutory agencies; DEFRA, DCMS, BIES, ACE, RSN, RICs, etc.
. Creative Industries Federation, Creative England, Innovate UK, Design, Crafts Councils, etc.
. Political leaders, representatives from the 'Culture' and 'Rural Development' Select Committees
Creation of an interim national steering group or advisory panel (2017-18) Again this would be up to the lead
stakeholders groups involved; suggested here as - the Creative Industries Federation, DEFRA, DCMS, ACE, NFU,
WIRE, Plunkett, Rural Services Network, and ACRE, etc. The precise roles and function proposed for such a steering
group could be discussed ahead of the first seminar, and proposed for wider discussion. But it might be desirable
to have this conversation started early on in 2017.
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7.6 Is there a need for a creative rural economy agency, or should it be an informal initiative?
Currently, rural innovation is either overlooked in regional innovation strategies, or only scantly mentioned in very
specific contexts (such as Foot and Mouth Disease, or broadband projects). Central Government also tends to
neglect rural areas as locations for innovation, focusing instead on cities and their adjacent regions.
Sami Mahroum, Rural Innovation NESTA Policy & Research Unit 2007
Among the possibilities for further discussion at the future 'Growing the UK Rural Economy' seminars would be
what kind of a mechanism or agency is required to help coordinate and support the future development of the UK
creative rural economy? There would seem to be four options worth considering initially:
(i) CoSIRA - a rural innovation agency: The origins of CRE in Britain go further back to the 1970s and 80s with the
rural creative development work and reports produced by CoSIRA, the Council for Small (i.e. creative SMEs)
Industries in Rural Areas, which worked mainly with grassroots rural SME's and sought to improve rural design and
crafts marketing skills. But following the 'bonfire of the Quangos' in 2012, there may be little appetite, or indeed
an incentive, for the establishment of a formal Rural Cultural entity. In 2004 the Crafts in Rural England, report by
TJ Collins for the Countryside Agency proved a milestone. Later, shortly after the Lancaster conference CRE report
2007, NESTA also brought out the very useful Rural Innovation report 2007, followed by the Creative Countryside
publication by BoP. Then came the INNOVATE: RURAL pilot proposal. The RCF's Creative Rural Communities 2010,
and Rural Cultural Strategy Holden ISR report 2012 also presented quite practical proposals for the
implementation of practical CRE R&D projects.
(ii) DEFRA - a future rural cultural role?: Similarly DEFRA has had some useful background experience in the
cultural field, having implemented and managed the LEADER/RDPE programmes since their inception in the 1990s.
LEADER/RDPE has sometimes been described as a 'de facto' rural cultural investment programme, as many of the
funding schemes also supported, directly and indirectly, innovative arts, cultural and crafts projects in different
rural parts of the country. DEFRA also partly initiated and hosted the Whitehall Rural Cultural Strategy Working
Group, which received the Holden Report, an Independent study of the RCF's proposals for a creative rural
economy strategy. Including the Forestry Commission's Forest Arts programmes and, before its recent demise,
there had been a DECC climate change arts programme. DEFRA, could, potentially have a major cultural role to
play in the future, and not just confined to overseeing creative solutions for rural development and agricultural
diversification.
(iii) Regional rural innovation partnerships - LEPs/RDPE/LEADER: More recently DEFRA funding programmes (via
RDPE - EFARD/EAFFG sources) have been matched with Arts Council funding for future creative economy
partnerships involving some of the regional and more rurally-orientated LEPs7. The latter partnerships
(LEP/RDPE/ACE) could also become the focus of new CRE research and evaluation project in its own right. Also not
forgetting the growing International interest in CRE research and regional development work in the EU, the USA,
Australia and Canada.
(iv) An informal CRE alliance; Creative Industries Federation - DEFRA - DCMS: Or, more likely, an interim informal
alliance - creative rural economy consortium - perhaps led by some of the lead rural stakeholders, who already
have a background and some experience in rural development, rural business innovation and the rural economy,
that could act in the short term as an informal CRE lobby and think tank. Membership could include; the Plunkett
Foundation, ACRE, WIRE, RSN, NFU, CPRE, CLA, Soil Assn., RASE, National Trust, etc.

(v) The Canadian Centre for Rural Creativity, Blyth Ontario
Another international example that could also be looked at is the Canadian Centre for Rural Creativity (CCRC)
based in Blyth Ontario. This is a unique cultural centre that addresses issues facing rural communities and explores
solutions on how those challenges can be met. Building on the 40+ year history of the Blyth Festival, Blyth it has
become a year-round cultural centre reimagining what rural communities can be in the 21st
century. <http://www.ruralcreativity.org>
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7.7 Proposed seminars and the main Creative Rural Economies report, 2017/18
We think that there may be a need for more than one seminar. It will obviously depend on the level of interest and
support that is likely to be generated by the report. This is part of its function, to stimulate further discussion
about the potential of the UK creative rural economies. The first meeting we are suggestion could take place in
London late July, and with a follow-up one day seminar/conference to be held in Cumbria (at the University of
Cumbria late October tbc.). The Littoral Arts Trust has provisonally applied to the Arts Council for some Arts
Lottery funding for development work towards the staging of these two meetings. In the interim we would expect
that a small informal advisory group could be set up to look at the agenda and programming of the two seminars.
The Littoral Arts Trust and the RCF are not expecting to be the leaders of this enterprise, our function is mainly that
of catalyst and facilitator.
7.8 The 'Growing the UK creative Rural Economies' - a national report 2017/18
One of main outcomes from the seminars could be an agreement on further study and research work leading to
the publication of a definitive UK/England? creative rural economies report. This ought to be a priority and could
perhaps follow the content an structure employed the Creative Industries Federation with their excellent reports.
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Section 8

8. The rural goes 'critical' - the countryside as a challenging new frontier for arts and cultural policy

"In one sense, then, rural cultural work is extraordinary: it bucks the trends and refuses the models
that normally apply ... It means no longer trying to shoehorn rural cultural industries into an urban
script, but instead writing a new script attentive to both urban and rural, and to the connections
between them."
Dr D J Bell, Head of School of Geography, University of Leeds

End of the rural idyll? The post-agricultural's radical new social, economic and cultural formations

If the creative rural economy and rural cultural strategy initiatives are to move forward it is clear that they will
need a different arts and cultural policy framework within which to operate. In this context the report raises
further questions about some of the Arts Council's current arts and cultural policy priorities1. In particular with
regard to their rural communities policy 'position' reports which, it is argued, are no longer adequate for the
rather critical economic, social and environmental circumstances in which rural areas now find themselves. The
report also highlights the Arts Council's over-reliance on arts audience data and arts engagement figures as the
main basis upon which it prioritises arts funding for rural areas. This is no longer a tenable or viable argument
upon which to continue to deny arts funding support for the development of the creative rural economy
initiative, or in preventing rural areas fair and equitable access to ACE-managed GiF and Arts Lottery funding.
In which case, the question then becomes what kind of a policy framework might best be suited for rural areas at
this particular time? And for the creative rural economy initiative given the increasing likelihood of a 'hard' Brexit
and the economic consequences for the nation that will surely follow. These and other questions about the
efficacy of the Arts Council's current rural arts funding policy priorities are partly what the report and the
proposed 'Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy' seminars hope to address.
Following on from the above we now discuss 'economy' in terms of a possible re-ordering and updating of
existing arts and culture policy frameworks and agendas in the context of the new rural realities. In particular,
the need for a new cultural policy and investment framework better suited to respond to the situations of radical
complexity and instability as represented by the accelerated political, economic, health and social changes now
taking place in rural areas. As some of our leading academics, architects, cultural commentators and
philosophers have recently stated the rural has also become a somewhat unstable entity, semantically,
politically, critically and culturally speaking; the rural as a critical cultural phenomena2 Which also poses
important new intellectual challenges, and opportunities, for the orthodoxies of current urban-orientated arts
and cultural policy discourses.
Good policy making requires the ability of decision makers to interpret the actual impact of policy decisions
across a wide range of stakeholders. However, the real outcome of thoughtful policy can be influenced by
unexpected events outside of the control of the most engaged policy maker.

GRO Agriculture Intelligence NY 2016

1

The Arts Council and communities living in rural England – a position statement, 2014.

2

Cottage Economy: the ‘ruralness’ of rural cultural industries, David Bell. Forthcoming in Kate Oakley & Justin O’Connor (eds)
Handbook of the Cultural Industries (Routledge) 2017.
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Rem Koolhaas AMO

Departing the rural from its condition of marginality; displacing the dominant urban cultural discourses?
The other policy dynamic perhaps worth consideration here are the predictions by leading architect
Rem Koolhaas, and others, that the rural itself has begun to outstrip the city as an important incubator and
generator of new cultural, intellectual, philosophic and aesthetic formations and ideas. In context there would
appear to be roughly five new cultural policy discourse arenas, located in and around this re-negotiation of the
rural, that could perhaps be looked at in more detail over the next few years. These are important in contributing
to a stable and intelligent cultural policy framework that would support the future creative rural economy.
Listed under are some headings that could be considered as general topics or areas for further investigation, arts
investment, and study. It needs to be understood that these propositions 'economies' also face in two
complementary directions; (i) to further identify and help target additional support and resources for the
development of the core creative rural economy programmes as outlined above, and (ii) that they also point
towards the emergence of new intellectual, aesthetic, cultural and artistic narratives and discourses relating to
the formation of a new urban rural cultural partnership for environmental, economic and social sustainability.
And, ultimately, the establishment of art, agriculture and the anthropocene as a major new focus for arts and
cultural policy and practice.
8.1 Managing change; empowering rural communities and optimising the creative rural economy.
There is a demonstrated need for the formulation of a more democratic rural cultural policy mandate that would; (i)
help rural communities to better manage and respond to radical change and crisis, (ii) build up greater levels of rural
community self-confidence and resilience, and (iii) optimise their contribution to the national creative economy. The
radical nature of the changes taking place within the rural and agricultural sectors are on such a scale and of a degree
of acceleration, that they imply the need for a new cultural policy response and investment framework. The current
perceived disjunction between arts and cultural policy and the new rural realities are not a problem of the Arts
Council's making. Nor, indeed, should the Arts Council be expected to tackle these complex new issues entirely on its
own. Similar radical changes and difficulties are also being encountered in other rural policy spheres; e.g. transport,
health, housing, the environment, agriculture, and telecommunications. Option 2 under proposes a possible way
forward through the development of cross-sectoral dialogue and new urban rural partnerships.
8.2 Out of the silos - opportunities for cross-sectoral and urban/rural arts and cultural policy working
Engagement with the rural and the countryside also presents a unique opportunity for the professional arts sector
to explore some interesting new cross-sectoral intersections and partnerships involving different rural (and urban)
policy agendas; e.g. public health, economic, transport, education/skills, tourism, food and environmental
sustainability. It would also open up a wider policy sector dialogue allowing grassroots rural communities, artists,
academics and other stakeholder communities to work with ACE, DCMS and DEFRA in finding creative solutions for
some rural issues. In the context of agriculture, animal husbandry and welfare, it also opens up new veterinary
science and public health policy arenas, and creative challenges, to the cultural sector. Concern that cultural policy
has retreated or adopted a silo mentality
8.3 The rural and the countryside as a challenging new frontiers for arts and cultural policy
A stated above the rural is now also being heralded by some leading academics, architects and urban theorists as
an important incubator and test bed for new cultural, aesthetic and artistic ideas and critical formations. This
proposal was first put forward by leading international architect Rem Koolhaas and his team at AMO. It is also
what we mean by the 'Rural Goes Critical'. Partly a reference to the nuclear industry where atomic piles can
sometimes overhead and 'go critical'; i.e. become volatile and unstable. Critical also means stablisation within an
intense turning point, after which the situation either recovers its equilibrium statis, or falls open again - extasis.
This is an area where the professional arts sector and the Arts Council could probably benefit from closer
communications and open dialogue with academics, policy makers, artists and leading rural advocacy groups. A
follow-up briefing paper; 'The Rural Goes Critical' will be prepared on this particular topic in the near future.
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8.4 Crisis as the norm; cultural policy making in unstable rural and endemic crisis-inflected situations
As the report has indicated the rural cultural strategy and CRE initiative were first conceived of as a practical
response to a major rural economic, environmental and social crisis as induced by the 2001 FMD (Foot and Mouth)
epidemic. The creative rural economy element of the project was also later redefined and reorganised in response
to the Global financial crisis of 2008. After the referendum decision in June 2016, the Littoral Arts Trust and the
RCF began a dialogue with the Arts Council about reframing the rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy
proposals to support the Government's post-Brexit Industrial Strategy. In all three instances we have the
developing characteristics of interventions in cultural policy as a response to economic and social crises. There is
scope here for further study of how cultural strategies can, under certain circumstances, be improvised in
response to situations of political, environmental and economic instability and crises.
8.5 Re-connecting arts and culture with core rural development and agriculture policy discourses
How culture policy could intervene in and inform agriculture and rural development policy and, visa versa, how
agriculture and rural development policy can also influence and have an impact on mainstream cultural policy are
two very interesting challenges. By invoking the historical precedent of the pioneering 1930s FSA rural
photography project (US Government sponsored Farm Security Administration) we can hypothesize the possibility
of a cultural strategy capable of influencing some aspects of mainstream (DEFRA) agriculture and rural
development policy. Similarly, the professional arts sector and mainstream arts and cultural policy makers would
also benefit by becoming more open to and aware of aspects of rural and farming policy agendas. In one practical
sense, and as this report has consistently argued, opening arts and cultural policy discourse to the new rural
realities, should enable rural and farming land-based communities to gain fairer access to Arts Council GiF and Arts
Lottery funding in the future.

'The farm' as a metaphor for radical change: (left) Apple's major solar powered Data Farm North Carolina (right)
Possibly one of the most contentious additions to the countryside landscape, apart from Fracking, are the Diesel
Farms (large batteries of diesel powered generators) parked in outlying urban/rural fringe areas, which are
designed to fire-up and generate spare capacity for the national grid at peak times.
8.6 Beyond the rural - post-Urban; new cultural partnerships for sustainability and the anthropocene era
Beyond the rural, which proposes the possibility of affecting a future conjunction of urban and rural cultural
policies, and as part of a unified national cultural discourse strategy aimed at achieving full economic and
environmental sustainability; i.e. the notion of the 'post-Urban'. Aside from the establishment of a national rural
cultural strategy and creative rural economy initiative, the latter is the other key output from the report.
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Section 9
9 Curating the rural; generating new rural cultural narratives and critical art/curatorial interventions
As with the opening up of any new area of cultural policy discourse and aesthetic practice the generation of some
new compelling and overarching cultural narratives are also required. This is partly the job of artists, curators and
other cultural commentors (writers, poets, film makers, etc.) who, running ahead of the game, can begin to
speculate and critically resonate with proposals as to what could become, some of the new critical forms, norms
and discourses.
In this context our third economy and 'setting in order' research project is concerned with the need to develop
new and more compelling rural cultural narratives and artistic practices that might be more capable of addressing
some the new rural realities. Narratives which might enable the rural sector to marshal all of its creative,
imaginative, intellectual and cultural resources in tackling the important new rural economic, social and cultural
tasks and challenges ahead. As such they could also enable the rural sector to begin to negotiate and articulate
some of its own cultural values, practices and critiques. Thereby also helping the rural sector to broker a more
equitable dialogues and coherent voice in relation to future policy-level discussions and with setting future
priorities for Arts lottery funding for rural areas.
What is the likely focus for these critical narratives and cultural interventions
But to achieve this we first need to agree and work out a new support and development framework for the new
critical art practices and curatorial strategies needed to support our two main programmes; (a) stimulating the
core new creative rural economies and, (b) opening up the post-Urban (urban-rural) cultural sustainability
partnerships; i.e. art, agriculture and the anthropocene.
What are some of the likely new 'post-Urban' rural culture narratives?
• the rural 'goes critical' - an important and challenging new frontier for arts and cultural policy;
• in from the margins - becoming a central national polilcy discourse; economic and cultural;
• a new rural economy - the rural sector as a major contributor to the national creative economy;
• cultural equity - in arts lottery funding and a democratic cultural policy mandate for rural areas;
• post-Urban - urban rural cultural partnerships for economic, environmental and social sustainability.
'Re-presencing' of the rural within the professional (urban) arts and cultural practices and policy arenas
There is also the need to generate and sustain a body of new critical rural art practices, rural art
theoretical/writing, and rural curatorial methodologies with which to assemble and engage with some of these
new cultural and social challenges and agendas. In brief these could also address six main 'cultural tasks' that we
think are required of the rural sector:

9.1 A new rural sector dialogue with the lead urban arts institutions and cultural policy makers
To begin to communicate and negotiate with the urban arts establishment and cultural policy makers; demonstrating
that the rural is not without culture (it is very rich and diverse creative sector). But it lacks the developed cultural
ideologies, languages and the protocols equivalent to the professional urban policy making discourses, i.e. giving the
rural sector the ability to talk in the 'languages' of the dominant (urban) policy maker community;
• Opening the rural to new cultural policy research. Promote the rural as a new cultural research sphere that is
recognised as equal to and relevant with the urban cultural sphere, i.e. towards the formation of a new urban
rural cultural dialogue and partnership;
• New rural cultural diversities. Enable the different rural cultural sectors (rural community, farming, land-based,
veterinary, rural health, fishing port, rural elders, landowners, tenant farmers, etc.) to communicate with each
other as distinct cultures, to also negotiate and accommodate rural - urban cultural differences and similarities
for the common good;
• New rural cultural frameworks for critical practice. Provide artists, curators, academics, other arts
professionals, etc., interested in engaging with these new rural agendas and issues - with a coherent 'rural'
cultural narrative or framework that can also be negotiated and critiqued. Something coherent to begin to
respond to and, if necessary, work against;
• Effecting an urban-rural cultural reconciliation. Towards a new post-Urban urban-rural strategic cultural
partnership for economic, social and environmental sustainability; e.g. the proposed art, agriculture and the
anthropocene initiative.
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9.2 Development of advanced critical rural art practices and supporting curatorial interventions
The New Rural Arts Strategy report (May 2004), funded by the Arts Council, had earlier set out all of these
arguments and proposals in some detail. One full chapter of the report; 'Towards a new rural arts pedagogy and
research tradition', also discussed in some detail how a new critical rural arts practice/curatorial research and
pedagogy and creative skills programme could easily be implemented. And most of which still holds good even 13
years later.
It may be possible that some new rural arts projects could also be adapted from existing urban cultural
programmes and arts-led urban regeneration programmes; e.g. public art, biennales, new art museums, cultural
diversity, etc. The rural sector could, with a formal rural cultural strategy in place, also look at developing a
portfolio of radical new artistic and advanced cultural projects, or interventions. But, we would also argue that the
circumstances (political - post Brexit) and the advent of the 'critical rural' would demand an entirely new and much
more radical approach. Which, if developed over a 3 - 5 year period initially, might achieve and mobilise some
quite powerful and compelling new rural cultural policy narratives.
Four key 'post-Urban' curatorial R&D projects; the new rural creative economy and cultural narratives
What is being proposed here are five potential new arenas, or sites, for advanced curatorial research work and the
development of new post-Urban art practices.
1.

The 'post-Urban'; promoting urban - rural cultural partnerships for environmental sustainability

2.

Art and Agriculture; opening agriculture to new cultural insights and investment; opening urban
cultural policy making to farming cultures, countryside traditions and rural creativity

3.

Art and pandemics - saving from waste; towards a cultural strategy connecting public health, veterinary
science, and animal welfare

4.

Art and agriculture and the anthropocene;

5.

Art and the policy sphere

Subsections 9.3 – 9.6 under will briefly sketch out what each of these new critical art genres and curatorial
programmes might look like or consist of. Again these are presented not as absolute or definitive
categories for practice, they are mainly as suggestions and propositions for further study, debate and critique.
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9.3 The Urban - Rural Reconnection: a new cultural challenge and responsibility
The post-Urban era: the city seeks to re-embrace the rural; the rural wants a return to the city
One of the main requirements for the 'jump starting' of the creative rural economy and the formulation of the new
post-Urban cultural policy initiatives is the development of new critical art practices and curatorial strategies that
are better adapted and it’s more responsive to the new urban - rural realities. In this context one of the first areas
that could be looked at is that of the urban rural cultural reconnection (reconciliation) enterprise as noted in
section (7.2.1). In fact this is a cultural phenomena that is already now well underway, led partly by the
architecture community and also by some of the more courageous and enterprising farming sector and rural
community leaders. However, this not about a movement away from the rural, or from the city per se, rather it
presages the first steps towards what may becoming a new 'in-between zone' for cultural policy and art practice;
i.e. the emerging outlines of a post-Urban cultural condition.
In the latter case (rural-to-urban) we also present four examples (see Appendix 7.1) of innovative curated rural
cultural interventions each of which was aimed primarily at opening up some new rural - urban cultural narratives,
or as genuine attempts to develop new cultural manifestations (symposia, exhibitions and major urban/rural
public art projects, etc.) intended to open up rural cultural and social experiences for urban audiences and policy
makers. Although each of the projects were of the highest professional standard and the product of several years
of careful background development work, they all failed in the end to attract funding or support. In particular
from the UK City of Culture (UK Countryside Capital of Culture bid), the Olympic Games art commissions
programme (Olympics Art and Farming project 2012), and The Arts Council (NEW FIELDS Uplands Rural Cultural
Biennale). There are other examples that we could include but the four under should make the point. Which is,
that had our rural communities had access to their own rural cultural strategy and a designated tranche of Arts
Lottery funding each of these projects would have happened.
This programme would propose to re-examine these pioneering urban-to-rural and the rural-to-urban cultural
manifestations as the basis for further dialogue with DCMS, the UK City of Culture and the Arts Council about the
possibility of establishing a new cultural fund critical that would enable such projects to access GiA and Arts
Lottery funding in the future
The city seeks to re-embrace the rural; cattle return to Spitalfields - Smithfield market, June 2004
One of the ironies of the current urban - countryside debate is that the two entities have always been inextricably
connected and, as such, are - and will continue to be - totally interdependent. Without the rural the city could not
exist, and visa versa. In this context the rhetoric of the report, in particular, during its 15 year long campaign for
equity and fairness in relation to Arts Lottery funding for rural areas, has been careful to stress that it is not in any
way anti-urban, or yet another complaint about urban cultural hegemony. In fact the Rural Cultural Forum and
Littoral Arts' strategy has always been that of promoting a new rural-urban cultural partnership and
understanding; it is the only way forward.

Spitalfields, 19th June 2004. A street event organised by a local architects firm promising a 'Cattle drive and family picnic' with
St John Street being closed to traffic, and cows driven from their traditional holding pen down to Smithfield. This invoked the
historic right of local businesses in the area to drive livestock through the city.
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What has changed over the past 150 years, is the process of disconnection and dislocation, which began
in the mid-nineteenth century with the industrial revolution and, later, post war with the rise of market
neo-liberal capitalism and globalisation, effected a rupture and a displacement of these ancient city - countryside
relationships. However what seems to be happening now, partly driven by the overarching discourses of
environmental sustainability, is a gradual re-awakening of interest and willingness to re-negotiate these
pre-modern, pre-industrial urban - rural relationships. They are the future and the 'future is rural'.
In essence, this is the core message of the report; a cultural strategy for urban rural reconnection. Please see
Appendix 7.1 for more details about each of the four urban – rural art projects.

Launch of the London Architecture Biennale, June 2006.

"From Tate ... to table." Launch of the London Architecture Biennale, June 2006. Architects Richard Rogers and
Renzo Piano herding a flock of 30 Herdwick sheep from Tate Modern over the Millennium Bridge to Smithfield,
making use of the historic sheep and cattle droving rights enjoyed by the Freemen of the City of London.
Four imaginative urban - rural arts and culture-led reconnection projects which failed
Other examples of imaginative farming community self-generated cultural narrative projects are listed under.
Unfortunately, and despite some professional lobbying, none of the projects listed here were able to attract any
Arts Council, Arts Lottery or public funding. For example, the UK Countryside Capital of Culture bid in 2012 and
the Olympics Art Farming project were both rejected by the 'experts' panels, presumably because they were not
understood as urban art events. The Uplands Cultural Symposium project had also been put forward a number
of times over the past ten years, as part of the Littoral Arts Trust wider rural arts programme bids. But in the end
it too was unable to secure Arts Council or Arts Lottery funding support.
However want to underline here that we are not suggesting that the Arts Council or the UK City of Culture, etc.,
are in anyway anti-rural. What seems to the core of the problem overall, and as the report has tried to show, is a
clear case of cultural policy myopia. This situation has to change.

Digital design + Young Farmers creative skills training course = Manchester club scene fashion innovation

(left) Hawaiian digital shirt designs based on farm tractors and sheep ... (right) Lancashire YFC creative skills workshop
Lancashire Young Farmers (YFC) digital Hawaiian shirt design project; designer Jason Duggan. "When we went clubbing in
Manchester and said that we are from the Lancashire Young Farmers Cubs ... they just laughed at us; called us yokels and
the like. Now ... when we go in wearing our slick designer, farm-themed, Hawaiian shirts they think we are really cool!"
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9.4 NEW FIELDS - Art and Agriculture; making the cultural arguments for agriculture
The Art and Agriculture - NEW FIELDS rural biennale proposals have been exhaustively documented and discussed
in various background reports and documents; the New Rural Arts Strategy report (2004), the Rural Cultural
Summit Report (2006), the Creative Rural Communities report (2010) and in a follow report for the Arts Council's
Rural Stakeholders group (2016). In essence, what this addresses is the need for the agricultural and landbased
industries sector to acquire some more powerful cultural narratives, and a mandate, if they wish to seriously
engage with the urban cultural sectors and arts funding policy bodies. However much new work has emerged
since around agriculture's growing cultural interfaces and we have included a short sampler under. The Trust is
also currently working on a proposal for an international Art and Agriculture conference and exhibition and an
associated publication.
Farming and country landowners inspire major new rural cultural manifestations
At the same time our farming leaders, landowners/historic houses and the wider rural community are not without
culture and curatorial ideas and proposals of their own. These include the staging of major rural arts cultural
manifestations; Glastonbury Festivals being just one example. These new rural - urban cultural manifestations are
continually being improvised and developed by farmers and landowners in the countryside. Including the Historic
Houses Association, which nationally receive over 24 million visits each year, generate over £1 billion in visitor
spend, support over 41,000 FTE jobs in rural areas and provide office space for a variety of rural businesses (many
of which are creative SMEs, which themselves employ over 34,000 people). They also welcome around 300,000
educational visits each year, and around half of them run regular community and charity events.
Farming has always been embedded in culture.
#BackBritishFarming - The NFU and the National Pig Association employ an ancient rural cultural symbol to get
their core message across; 'Back British Farming today' - NFU and NPA took their 'wheat badge' campaign to
Westminster and the heart of the political establishment, Sept. 2016

(left) Ancient Egyptian tomb carving depicting grains of wheat, evoking the sacred bond that agriculture effects between nature
and human, the soil and culture, and the dependency of human fertility on agriculture, and the sun, etc. (right) c. 7,000 years
later, UK farmers evoke exactly the same symbolic and cultural narratives to persuade Government to support their post-Brexit
Campaign Pledge.

MPs wore their specially designed British wheat lapel badges to Prime Minister’s Questions and sign the NFU’s
post-Brexit pledge. Defra Secretary Andrea Leadsom and Farming Minister George Eustice had also confirmed their
support. (14th September, 2016)
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9.5 Arts Council Chairman backs pioneer Art and Agriculture project, Hayward Gallery, 1971
For obvious reasons (post-Brexit) the current report has focused mostly on the background and development of
the creative rural economy and supporting rural cultural strategy initiatives. However, the project's overall critical
trajectory (2002 - 2017) also includes proposals for the formal recognition and establishment of: (a) 'Art and
Agriculture' and 'Art and the Policy Sphere' as new critical contemporary art practice genres; (b) New Fields - a
Rural Biennale as a possible future major international curatorial initiative, and as the basis for the development of
a post-agricultural rural aesthetic; and, (c) positing the 'rural' and 'agriculture' as a challenging new intellectual,
political and aesthetic frontiers for future cultural policy making and related research; i.e. towards the formation of
a joint urban-rural cultural strategy for economic and environmental sustainability.
However, (and no irony intended) it was the Arts Council (then ACGB) that actually got there first in 1971.
Technically speaking the international art world's first formal encounter - and a major art museum engagement with agriculture, food and farming issues, and related rural agendas, began some 45 years ago in London at the
Hayward gallery (in 1971), with the "Portable Fish Farm" project presented by the Californian artists' duo Helen
Meyer and Newton Harrison.

(left) Lord Goodman (ACGB Chairman), (centre) Portable Catfish Fish Farm - pioneering art and agriculture project;
Hayward Gallery, London 1971, (right) Helen Meyer and Newton Harrison

Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison (Harrison Studios) are among the best known international ecological
artists and who, along with Agnes Denes, were the earliest pioneers of art and agriculture. They are currently
professors emeriti at the University of California Santa Cruz and UC San Diego.
Arts Council Chairman supports the contrversial art and agriculture project; "... it's about creative risk taking."
In 1971, the Harrisons were part of a high-profile exhibition at London’s Hayward Gallery. For their installation
about the sustainability of farming practices, they installed several tanks with live catfish in the Hayward Gallery.
Later during the course of the exhibition the catfish were electrocuted and made into a stew for museum goers.
It caused an uproar. Helen says that although the fish were humanely killed, many people couldn’t see past the
shock value. “People wanted the government to cancel our show,” she says. The tabloid press went berserk and
Lord Goodman, then Chairman of the Arts Council of Great Britain (ACGB), also got involved and intervened in
support of the project; it was about ensuring "artistic freedom of expression". Helen later made her own version
of castfish bouillabaisse, “It smelled so good that nobody went to the other exhibitions that evening.”
NEW FIELDS - proposed Art and Agriculture publication, exhibition and an international conference, 2019
The Trust is currently work on some outline proposals towards a publication and an international conference, to
more fully document and establish 'Art and Agriculture as a new critical art practice and curatorial genre.
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Art and agriculture and the rural cultural strategy - another difficult birth?
"Most radical new art movements, as they emerge, often first encounter outright
opposition.. then ridicule; they threaten the status quo. So why should it be any different
with art and agriculture and the rural cultural strategy?"

The 'Tate Bricks' tabloid headline, 1976

Carl Andre 'Equivalent VIII', 1966 Tate Gallery

Given: Art as a branch of agriculture
Hence:
1. We must fight to sustain life
2. We must fight to protect life
3. Farming is one aspect of the social-politicaleconomic struggle.
Carl Andre ArtForum, New York, September 1970
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Reconnecting agriculture and culture; the next creative task for artists and curators?

Agriculture as the first culture

Agriculture as the 'cradle' of civilization: (left) ancient 5,000 BC Sumerian clay scroll print depicting a ploughman ploughing
fields ready for the next grain harvest; (right) ... 7,000 years later, and more or less the same process - but mechanised - a
combine harvester on a Norfolk farm.

The return: British artists recognise culture's debt to agriculture, 2010-16

Contemporary artists are increasingly engaging with agriculture and rural issues, and are employing farming practices and
cultivation processes as 'cultural' metaphors for environmental and economic sustainability. (left) A field of wheat a
collaboration, Ruth Levene; (right) Paul Chaney, 2012 - Breast Plough'o'metric a realist investigation into the 'tyranny of labour'
– and the resistance of soil against human effort.

A Field of Wheat - a collaboration. Between Autumn 2015 and Autumn 2016, a collective led by artist Ruth Levene
made up of 42 members of the public, the food industry, farming community, artists and researchers become
active stakeholders in a field of wheat in Branston Booths, Lincolnshire, England.
Throughout its cycle from drilling the wheat in October 2015 to harvest in August/September 2016, the community
of participants took part in an exchange of dialogue with the farmer, each other and the artists through online
platforms and events on the farm. It aimed to open up a new space for informed discussion, reflection and sharing
of different ways of thinking about wheat farming, food systems and collective ownership within the context of
resources depletion, climate change, global markets and technological innovation. The project was funded by Arts
Council England and University of Lincoln.
.
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Art and agriculture; the US pioneers (1968-73)
Rejecting land art's formalism; some pioneer environmental artists switched to agriculture
"We had earlier suggested to Robert Smithson that we could maybe turn the salt waters inside and
around his Sprial Jetty land art project into a brine shrimp farm ... but he got rather upset."

Newton Harrison, Manchester 2004

Dennis Oppenhein,"Directed Seeding - Cancelled Crop", Finsterwolde, NW Holland, 1969

In September the field was harvested in the form of an X. the grain was isolated in it's raw state, further processing
was withheld. The material is planted and cultivated for the sole purpose of withholding it from a productoriented system. Isolating this grain from further processing (production of food stuffs) becomes like stopping raw
pigment from becoming an illusionistic force on canvas.

Agnes Denes is probably best known for Wheatfield - A Confrontation, Battery Park Landfill, downtown
Manhattan, 2 acres of wheat planted & harvested, summer 1982. The Wheatfield project was a stark visual
contradiction: a beautiful golden field of wheat set among the cool steel skyscrapers of downtown Manhattan. a
need to call attention to our misplaced priorities and deteriorating human values."

(right) “Portable Orchard: Survival Piece Number 5” by Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison.

1972-73 – Installation with Harvesting and Feasting. Commissioned by the Gallery at California State University,
Fullerton. Twelve 4-foot in diameter hexagonal redwood boxes, three feet deep, planted with assorted citrus
trees. Because of the loss of orchard and farm to ongoing suburban and industrial development and resulting
smog, the work was prophesied to be the last orange orchard in Orange County.

9.6 New rural gallery and arts and agriculture research centers now opening up internationally
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(left) Design for new studio residency at the Land project Initiated by Rirkrit Tiravanija and Kamin Lertchaiprasert, the Land
foundation's new community driven residency in Thailand. (right) Rural Studio, outdoor workshop and studio for artists, Hale
Country Alabama. Rural Studio is a rural community-based design school run by the University of Alabama

(left) The office of M12, a rural arts and culture research centre based in Byers, high plains Colorado, USA;
(right) architect's design for proposed new uplands rural cultural research centre at the Merz Barn, Cumbria

(left) Kestle Barton, a farm-based art research and gallery project, Manaccan, Cornwall; (right) Kultivator, a farm-based art
and agriculture research project, Oland, Eastern Sweden - the 'Wedding of Art and Agriculture' dinner, 2010.

Kestle Barton Trust was set up to bring a wide range of contemporary art into rural settings. It is also a research
project which investigates the ways in which artists respond to the place and how different audiences might arrive
at Kestle Barton and encounter new experiences. These include the 'Critical Camps' programme initiated by artists
Paul Chaney, aimed at producing advanced contemporary art within different challenging rural environments and
social contexts.
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Section 10 Interim conclusions … and the next major challenge?
The report and its original aims revisited

The Challenge:

Our economy has great strengths, but while many people,
places and businesses are thriving, opportunities and growth
are still spread unevenly across the country.
(Building our industrial strategy - Our ten pillars, Government's Industrial Strategy, January 2017)
10.1 A thank you to the DCMS and DEFRA Secretaries of State, and the Creative Industries Federation
When we began writing this report in early September last year, it was partly prompted by a number of
developments and professional contacts which gave us some encouragement and hope that doors might at last
begin to open in relation to our proposals for the creative rural economy and rural cultural strategy investment
initiatives. We know that the DCMS Secretary of State is interested in receiving more information about these
proposals. Also it was the positive response that we got at the end of August last year from the DEFRA Secretary
of State, Rt. Hon. Andrea Leadsom. While DEFRA have made no commitment to the initiative at this stage, the
invitation to respond with more information provided us with the opportunity to explain the project in terms of its
historical origins and also of it wider potential contribution to the national creative economy. This remains the
central thrust of the report which, as it says on the cover, is really more in the nature of discussion paper or
resource handbook, aimed at stimulating further debate and the commissioning of a major new study; the
definitive creative rural economies report.
Secondly, but by no means least, John Kampfner and Eliza Easton at the Creative Industries Federation who were
already interested in this area. But were generous and thoughtful enough to give us in the rural sector some initial
encouragement and also the opportunity to come forward with our own proposals. The Creative Industries
Federation are further to be congratulated for their major effort and success in getting the CIs included as part of
the Government's Industrial Strategy. This is undoubtedly a major game changer for the whole sector, and has also
helped to pave the way for the New Creative Rural Economies initiative. We are very grateful for all their hard
work on this front and for their early support for our work.
10.2 Revisiting the original aims behind the study and the report.
As with most such long term research projects, certainly within academia and in the social sciences, you tend to
end up with more questions than perhaps you first started out with. This is normal. But on the other hand our
funding partners, the public and, ultimately, Government will want to know what value for money and/or practical
benefits for the wider society and economy has come from all this work. In this context we have summarised
under the four main reasons, or originating aims that prompted us to first undertake the study. And now, some 15
years later on, we are pleased to say that they still stand true.

(i) Learning from FMD - proposing a cultural framework to better cope with future Zoonose pandemics
To help frame a cultural sector response to deal with possible future Zoonose pandemics, which continue to pose
major threats to society, human health, animal welfare, and the rural economy. Our experiences in documenting
the 2001 FMD (Foot and Mouth epidemic) highlighted some of the cultural aspects of the problems, and also how
things could perhaps be better handled in the future. Also because of the huge financial costs of the epidemic c.
£8 billon costs to the nation, and the associated major human trauma, health issues and disruption to the farming
communities, vets, and MAFF/DEFRA staff, etc., we felt that something like this should not be allowed to happen
again. While an arts and cultural programme response might not prevent any future pandemics, with an Art and
Pandemics cultural response framework in place, it might just be possible to better manage and thereby partly
minimise some of the human, animal welfare and economic costs - 'a saving from waste economy' arising from any
future pandemic outbreak. As we mentioned earlier (and perhaps it is a rather crude equation), but even 1% of a
saving - with a £8 billion clean up bill - works out at £80 million. Such expertise could also, over time, become an
area of potential export value and inward investment.
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Saving from waste - Art and Pandemics conference and exhibition - bid to the Wellcome Trust
However there is another compelling reason why an Art and Pandemics initiative should be considered as part of
any future national arts and cultural policy agenda or public debate. In that most experts in the international field
of epidemiology and public health agree that human society is becoming increasingly vulnerable to pandemics.
Similarly problems with resistance to antibiotics (MRSA) is also increasingly making populations vulnerable
worldwide. Further, 2017 is the 100th anniversary of the 'Spanish' Influenza outbreak that killed millions
throughout the world, as if we needed a reminder. Our experiences here with BSE and FMD should give us a
unique cultural, historical and economic perspective on the social, economic and health consequences of such
epidemics and outbreaks, and perhaps also the deployment of more intelligent and humane/animal welfare
appropriate ways dealing with them. This, we argue, is also an important cultural responsibility and social
obligation that we in the arts and cultural sector should also now acknowledge. Proposals for a possible future
international Art and Pandemics conference, publication and exhibition project bid is being prepared for
submission to the to the Wellcome Foundation under their Public Engagement scheme.

(ii) £1 billion by 2002 - the creative rural sector's support for the Government's Industrial strategy
To help enhance and broaden the rural sectors' support for the Government's Industrial strategy. In particular it's
creative industries priorities, by developing a significant creative rural economy investment initiative. The rural
sector has already absorbed a number of major financial and environmental shocks to its system, partly due to:
FMD 2001, the international banking sector crisis 2008, Brexit 2016, and the ongoing economic impact of climate
change with major flooding in rural areas. These financial constraints have been further exacerbated by
Government cut-backs to local services and the general era of austerity. Issues that need to be addressed here,
include development of a greater degree of rural economic self-sufficiency and resilience, and in aligning the
creative rural sector more effectively with the Government's Industrial Strategy, in particular, upping its
contributions to the national creative economy. The report explains how we first (2004 - 06) came to recognise
that the creative rural economy was an important area of the CIs that had not been properly explored or
developed. The report's appendices (6, 7, & 8) provides more detail about what these New Creative Rural
Economies are and how they might brought forward as part of a national Creative Industries enterprise under the
Government's New Industrial Strategy.
Proposed creative rural economy seminars; London (July) and Cumbria (October) - Arts Council funding?
To this end we are planning two Growing the UK Creative Rural Economy exploratory seminars, the first we hope
will be held at the end of July in London, and the second in the late Autumn in Cumbria, possibly at the University
of Cumbria campus in Ambleside (tbc.). Dates and venues are subject to confirmation. A bid for some funding to
help coordinate and programme these initial seminars is being submitted to the Arts Council under their Grants for
the Arts scheme.

(iii) Agriculture sits at the heart of culture; reconnecting the urban and rural - culture and sustainability
To reconnect agriculture and rural policy with mainstream arts and cultural policy discourses. Agriculture had
become a largely economic productivist discourse and thus, it is speculated, had become closed off to culture and
cultural interrogation - with, one could argue, consequent problems. Rural policy and rural cultural aspirations had
also become overlooked by mainstream urban cultural policy discourse and arts funders, which has partly
(indirectly) contributed to its condition of cultural marginality and economic underdevelopment. Similarly, that
the urban imagination and cultural policy had also somehow become disconnected with the realities of sustainable
agriculture, food, and rural life. There would therefore seem to be some advantages in bringing agriculture and
cultural policy closer together; thereby enabling the agriculture sector and rural communities to gain fairer access
to Arts Lottery funding and to other arts and cultural resources. It would also enable rural communities to attract
more help from established (urban) art institutions and arts professionals which would, in turn, greatly aid the
project of rural regeneration. Formal engagement with urban culture and funding institutions would also, in time,
help the rural sector to depart from its condition of marginality and economic underdevelopment.
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The post-Urban; art, agriculture and the anthropocene era - a new critical axis for cultural policy
At the same time the rural and agriculture have become important new post-Urban critical arenas and as 'wild'
frontier zones which are also proving challenging for orthodox (urban) arts and cultural policy.
'as societies ... [under globalism) are drawn onto, attracted to, the world's stage, showing off their trophies
... the best prestige architectural skyline, corporate palaces, art museums, sports stadia, and infrastructure,
etc ... the effects of global markets is [also] generat[ing] new "wild zones' of the increasingly dispossessed.
Whereby the wild and the safe [in the cities] are increasingly chaotically juxtaposed.'
Frontiers of Globalisation Research; Theoretical and Methodological approaches; Ino Rossi, 2007
These new intellectual challenges and creative opportunities allow us the possibility of generating exciting new
artistic, aesthetic, ethical, theoretical, and philosophic fields for further reflection, and cultural research and
practice. In this context the rural is already generating several radical new post-Urban art genres, curatorial tactics
and aesthetic enterprises. More importantly it also opens the way to the formation of the new rural-urban cultural
partnerships, that are required if we are to address the future major cultural challenges relating to the
achievement of full environmental, economic and social sustainability. In this context post-Urban does not mean
the end of the cultural importance of the urban or its creative economies.
What it means, as Rem Koolhaas and others have stated, is the loosening up of cultural policy's current addiction
to the city, and the 'recovery' of cultural policy as an agency for the development of new urban - rural cultural
formations and discourses that are more life-affirming and grounded in the principles of social equity,
fiscal/market responsibility, and environmental sustainability.

(iv) Towards a democratic rural cultural mandate; re-aligning Lottery arts funding policy with rural needs
Finally the project and the report have identified what seems to be an ongoing mis-alignment with aspects of
current Arts Council funding and Arts Lottery funding policy priorities, which overly favours urban areas, the
metropolitan regions, and the urban creative industries to the disadvantage of rural communities. This
mis-alignment has previously been identified by several MP Select Committee reports and by two other
independent sector reports1 and it is now seriously constraining and holding back development of the creative
rural economy sector. This is further making it difficult for the rural sector to deliver on its full creative economic
potential and support for the Government's vital Industrial Strategy. The report sets out a number of practical
options by which to address this problem. Central to which is the achievement of a fully democratic cultural policy
mandate, whereby all rural communities, rural NGOs, farmers and rural artists, etc., can have a say and direct
input into future arts and cultural policy and funding priorities for rural areas.
10.3 The MerzShed - centre for rural innovation, CRE research, and a rural cultural support centre.

In developing the rural cultural strategy and creative rural economy proposals from about 2006 onwards,
we also began thinking seriously about what kind of mechanisms, agencies or institutional structures might be
required to support these new areas of creative and intellectual opportunities and challenges, and also to take
them forward in practical terms.

1

Rebalancing our Cultural Capital, GPS reports 2013-2016.
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Creating the right creative rural economy 'local' institutions
However we feel that these are ideas that are best discussed and agreed at the proposed seminars where rural
stakeholders can also engage with the lead statutory agencies, consultants and artists, etc., and arrive at some
clearer ideas about what future CRE support structures might be appropriate. In this context one of the
Government's ten pillars; 'Building our Industrial Strategy' - Creating the right local institutions' would seem to
offer a very useful opportunity to respond, and for the creative rural sector to also make a formal submission to
Government1.

In the meantime the Littoral Arts Trust will be progressing its plans for the MerzShed - a new centre for rural
innovation, the creative rural economy and a rural cultures research centre in Cumbria. This is part of the Kurt
Schwitters Merz Barn site <www.merzbarn.net>, which is located in the centre of the Lake District National Park, in
the Langdale valley near Ambleside. The Trust prepared a detailed 130 page report for Arts Council about a year
ago, detailing the current and proposed future uses and potential of the site as a combined Kurt Schwitters Merz
Museum, a contemporary rural arts centre for the National Park and South Lakeland, and also as a creative rural
economy research and rural cultures support and study centre.
Please see Appendix VIII for further information about the MerzShed project. For detailed architectural proposals
and drawings please go to the website of Architect Natasha Reid <https://www.natashareid.co.uk/merz-shed>

Artist's impression of the Merz Shed - Architect Natasha Reid 2011

1

The Government's 'ten pillars' response portal is open until 17th April 2017
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